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THE PHILOSOl'HY OF THE MACHIAVELLIAN' rOLITICS
BY BIRGER R. HEADSTROM

ALTHOLIGH ]\lachiavelli's political theories were of little prac-

tical value and exercised no significant influence on the

development of subsequent political thought, they are of interest

j)artK- because the\- serve as an admirable mirror of the political

tendencies of his time, partly because they serve as the expression

of a philosophy which Alachiavelli was able to derive from the diplo-

matic life in which he had become involved, and partly because they

served to indicate the main features on which modern scientific poli-

tics was to be founded.

A man of thought rather than one of action, Machiavelli s wide

experiences as a diplomatist afforded him innumerable opportvinities

for the study of men and things, and especially of the methods by

which politics were at that time practiced. His observations of the

contemporary events, in which he pla}ed a part, revealed to him the

utter disrega'-d of any moral discipline, and the state of decadence

into which human nature had fallen. This sort of affairs, for him,

boded ill for the future Italian state, and being a patriot at heart

he recognized only too clearly the need for such measures as would

ultimately bring about the salvation of his beloved country. Inspired

b}- this sublime purpose and influenced b}' the spirit of the times, he,

like his contemporary thinkers, went back to the writers of antiquity

for counsel and aid with which he could promote his end. In all

of his writings on important points, he appears to be under the

influence of the Greek historian Polybius, who, in his own turn,

looked back to the elder Greek thinkers' conception of the course of

the development of States. But unfortunately for the development

of his views, Alachiavelli's reaction to the stratagem and intrigue,

malice and cruelty, by which means political decisions were deter-
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mined at his time, resulted in a deep-rooted cynicism which made it

impossible for him to promote the rebirth of the antique faith in hu-

man nature. In the introduction to the fifth book of his Florentine

history, he says of the history of Italy in the fifteenth century "that

the rule of the Italian Princes could be praised neither for grandeur

fior courage, although their history in other respects may seem as

considerable when we see how many noble and great people could

be restrained by their arms, however weak and ill-managed." His

experiences of life led Machiavelli to the inevitable conclusion that

prudence and power are the only qualities necessary for a states-

man. And when later he became a victim of the political vicissi-

tudes which marked that period in Italian history, and he was forced

to remain in comparative privacy, his cynicism, in continual conflict

with his inner nature, found a bitter expression, which inconsistent

with his purpose and aims served not only to reveal him in a strange

light but equally as well to lead to so much confusion and specula-

tion concerning his character and writings.

Had Machiavelli met his political misfortunes with greater

dignity, his writings might perhaps have been conceived in a higher

style. As it was, they are the expression of views partly the re-

flection of his experiences and partly the reflection of his own
emotions, and as such are difficult to understand, let alone to esti-

mate justly. Few subjects of literary discussion have caused more

controversy than the purpose of his celebrated book // Principe.

It has been viewed as a manual for tyrants, like the memoirs of

Tiberius, read so diligently by Domitian ; it has been considered as

a refined irony upon tyranny ; while others have accepted it as

having been constructed for the sole purpose of procuring the favor

of the Medici. Whatever may have been Machiavelli's intent, its

purpose is conveyed accurately by neither interpretation. Although

he was led to attribute more importance to individual freedom and

disregard of others in politics, he was no doubt influenced in enter-

taining this view by the principle of the Medicis, whose power he

had not only witnessed but felt, and whose power had always been

exercised in employing such means as would satisfy the desired

ends. It is primarily because of this view that he has been up-

braided for writing with the purpose of ingratiating himself with

the Medicis,—an erroneous opinion, for besides there being actually

a project of investing Guilianio de' Medici with the sovereignty
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of the Romagna, he was extremely lax in pressing it upon their

attentions. While on the other hand, had his object been satire, he

would have been more poignant ; in only one instance, in the short

chapter on the Papal monarchy, is his contemptuous irony revealed.

Yet, it is certain that Machiavelli had a definite end at heart, and

around which all his thoughts centered—this was the unity and

greatness of Italy. He was too sincere a Republican (this is evi-

dent from his advice to the Aledici on the subject of the Florentine

constitution) to desire the prevalence of tyranny throughcnU Ital}';

rather his aim was to show how to construct a principalit\' capable

of expelling the foreigner and restoring the independence of Italy.

And finally, there was constantly before him a vision,—an ideal of

human health, power and wisdom, which was to raise men above

the wretchedness with which he felt himself surrounded, and the

blight which the medieval Church had inflicted upon human nature.

Although he himself was a poet, and loved a life of pleasure, the aes-

thetic Renaissance failed to suffice him ; it was a Renaissance of

power and greatness that he demanded. "When I consider," he

says in the introduction to book I of the Discorsi, "what veneration

is shown to antiquity, how often it happens (to say nothing of other

instances) that an immense price is given by the curious for a frag-

ment of an old statue either to adorn their cabinets, or to serve as

a model for statuaries to copy after in works of that kind ; and what

pains those artists take to come up to their pattern ; on the other

hand, when I observe that the great and illustrious examples of

several ancient kingdoms and republics which are recorded in his-

tory, that the noble deeds of former kings, generals, citizens, legis-

lators, and others, who have consecrated their labours to the service

and glory of their country, are now rather admired than imitated,

and indeed, so far from being followed by any one, that almost

everybody is indi liferent about them to such a degree, that there seem

to be hardly any traces left amongst us of the virtues of the ancients,

I cannot help being both surprised and concerned about it."

Unfortunately for Machiavelli it was the tragedy of his fate

that great ends so often had to yield to multiplicity of means, for

he was possessed to such a degree by the thought that it was useless

to have an end, however noble, without the means to attain it that

he finally forgot the end in the means, or omitted altogether to

inquire whether the means which he admired could promote the
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great ends which he regarded as the highest. So disheartened by

the power of the means, he finally ended by attributing value to

them, and apart from the ends which were to consecrate them. A
true child of the Renaissance, he admired the development of power,

regardless of the direction in which this power might manifest itself.

And though there are utterances of his against a purely aesthetic

Renaissance, he, strangely enough, introduced it within a sphere

where everything depended on the determination of power by ends.

His contradiction on this point—which constantly appears in his

waitings and more especially in his // Principe—was the fate of his

life, and the fault of his entire system,,—a fault which has often

caused him to be misjudged. For when the Medici were defeated,

after the taking of Rome by the Imperial troops in 1527, he was

regarded as a renegade by his own countrymen who refused to

accept his services in the restoration of the free constitution. This

embittered his last days to such a degree that a contemporary was

moved to say of him after his death: "I believe his own position

pained him ; for at heart he loved freedom more than most men.

But it tormented him to think that he had compromised himself

with Pope Clement."

JMachiavelli's profound study of the antique writers continually

led him to compare the old with the new, ancient with modern

events, and to discover, in the differences which this comparison

brought to light, the causes of these multiple differences which he

felt explained, to some extent, the thoughts of men and their actions.

The basis of all these diff'erences he found lay in the great contrast

between the ancient and medieval conceptions of life, and through

all his works this central theme is evident in the form of a com-

parison between ancient and Christian morals. On this point,

Machiavelli can be regarded as the most conscious representative of

the opposition to medievalism.

It was regarded during the Middle Ages as the duty of the State

to assist men in the attainment of their highest goal-blessedness in

the world to come. And in this, the Prince, upon whom devolved

the charge of maintaining peace, was supposed to assist. This was

the view considered in Thomas Aquinas' conception of life, while

Machiavelli, on the contrary, regarded the national State as possess-

ing its end in itself. In its internal stability and external extension,

is everything summarized. And in this view, he thought not of an
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ideal state, but of definite, actually given States. "Ikit since it is

my object to write what shall be useful to whoever understands it

;

it seems to me better to follow the real truth of things than an

imaginary view of them. For many Republics and Princedoms

have been imagined which were never seen or known to exist in

reality. And the manner in which we live, and that in which we

ought to live, are things so wide asunder, that he who quits the one

to betake himself to the other is more likely to destroy than to save

himself; since he who proposes to himself to act vip to a perfect

standard of goodness among all men alike must be ruined among

so many who are not good. It is necessary, therefore, for a Prince

who desires to maintain his position to use or not to use his good-

ness as occasion may require." (// Principe, chap. xv). And in

further agreement with the above : "When the entire safety of our

country is at stake, no consideration of what is just or unjust,

merciful or cruel, praiseworthy or shameful, must intervene. On
the contrary, every other consideration being set aside, that course

alone must be taken which preserves the existence of the country

and maintains its liberty (Discorsi 1,26)." In other words, he who

cannot turn a deaf ear to the notions of morality should not aspire

to become a ruler.

Whether Machiavelli considered justice and love of honour,

which sometimes serve to hinder the requisite political actions, to

be real or imaginary virtues has never been made clear, although

in isolated passages he mentions attributes wdiich appear to be vir-

tues even though they may cause the destruction of princes. But

he did not pursue this point further, unfortunately, for the problem

as to the relation between the ethics of the private citizen and the

statesman was of the greatest importance. Is there a difference in

principle between two kinds of virtues? Here Machiavelli was

guilty of an ambiguity ; but it appears as though he would transcend

the opposition between good and evil, even though in reality he was

only aiming at a new determination of worth, that is, at a new appli-

cation of the concepts of good and evil. This new determination of

worth was vague and uncertain since the relation of the power to

the end which it is to subserve remained indefinite. Machiavelli's

aesthetic admiration of the development of power was so pro-

nounced that it failed to take into account the thought of the end

which consecrated it. He blamed men because they displayed no
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energy, either for good or evil ; they do not fear small sins, but they

shrink back before crimes on a grand scale "whose magnitudes

would have blotted out the shame." When Pope Julius, the Second,

entered Perugia in the year 1505, accompanied by his cardinals but

without an army, for the purpose of disposing Baglioni, it was

assuredly no moral consideration that deterred Baglioni from

seizing and overpowering the rash Pope and thereby not only free-

ing himself of his deadly enemy but also winning great riches and

teaching the Princes of the Church a lesson for the future, for

Baglioni was a man who had no scruples and to whom crime and

murder were incidental to the attainment of ambition. "The in-

ference to be drawn was that men know not how to be splendidly

wicked or wholly good, and shrink in consequence from such crimes

as are stamped with an inherit greatness or disclose a nobility of

nature." (Discorsi 1,27).

Machiavelli's comparison of his own time with that of antiquity

revealed to him an apparent decadence in the integrity of mankind

;

and led him to attack his own contemporaries, blaming them for

their meanness, feebleness and fearfulness, and for the condition of

things, which was in such an ugly contrast to the glory of the

ancients. This declination he attributed to their education, the

effects of which are debilitation and despondency ; while to educa-

tion religion is closely associated. Among the ancients, honour,

greatness of mind, physical strength and health were so highly esti-

mated that their religions invested mortals, who had earned renown

as great generals, heroes, or lawgivers, with divine authority.

Furthermore, their religious ceremonies were not only splendid, but

often combined with bloody sacrifices which were calculated to

foster in men's hearts a disposition to fierceness. To Machiavelli,

his own religion destined the opposite. Instead, it transferred the

highest good to another world, while insinuating that the honour

of this world is to be despised. It glorified humility and self-denial

;

and placed the quiet life of contemplation on a higher scale than

the practical life which concerns itself with external matters. And
should it demand strength in men, it was the strength to suffer, rather

than to accomplish. Such morality, according to Machiavelli, made
men weak and offered the explanation why the world had fallen

into the hands of reckless and violent men who had discovered that

most men are rather inclined, in the hope of future blessedness, to

endure offenses than to resist them. (Discorsi 2.2).
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For him, religion was essentially an instrument by which the

lawgiver was able to uphold the law and thereby preserve the sta-

bility and security of the state. The wise man, able to foresee much
that the multitude could not anticipate, and consequently would not

believe, by invoking the gods to sanction his necessary laws would

be able to effect his ends by deluding his people into believing him

the agent of divine authority. The history of Lycurgus and Solon

attested the truth of this; while to Machiavelli a classical example

is the case of Savonarola, who gained his great influence over his

countrymen because, rightly or wrongly, they believed that he held

immediate intercourse with God. And to cite another instance,

did not Rome owe her power and greatness to the religious insti-

tutions of Xuma? The national religion is a firm foundation for

the preservation of a state, and every wise prince must protect it,

even though he might personally regard it as a delusion. {Discorsi

1;11,12).

It was a principle of ]\Iachiavelli's—and one on which he laid

great stress—that institutions and forms of government—religious

as well as political—should at periodic intervals be regenerated by

a "return to first principles." The passing of time brings of neces-

sity additions and modifications which might exercise an evil effect

on the true source of their power; and it is then that it must be

remembered the manner in which the}' began and in what they

originated. Such an occasion may be afforded by external mis-

fortunes, as at the time when Rome was reborn after the Gallic war

;

or by fixed institutions such as the Roman tribunes and censors ; or

again by leaders whose personalities serve as examples to others, as

when St. Francis and St. Dominic saved the Church from the de-

struction by which it was threatened by holding up to men's e\es

the original Christian exemplar. {Discorsi 3;1 ).

This idea, a renewal to original principles, and which he ex-

tended within the sphere of religion, was the expression of the most

important of all the events which he experienced, and though a

brilliant one it exhibited the limitations of the wisdom he believed

himself able to systematize. The Reformation had turned the

course of spiritual development into new channels, and no politician

who regarded spiritual power as a means, without having anv deeper

understanding of its value, was in no position to exercise any lasting

influence on the course of events. Machiavelli would not under-
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stand that by means of the "renewal" entirely new forces could be

brought into play, principally because he lacked in the discernment

of hidden causes. Dominated and blinded by his formal conception

of politics as a game of intrigue and a struggle for power, he could

not recognize the development of practical interests—trade and

commerce, mechanics, agriculture—and the manner in which these

interests, and the new social stratification which they represented,

served to determine the politics of modern times. His politics

failed primarily because they were not associated with the great

ideas by means of which the creative forces continuaPy at work

find expression. He lost reality because he looked for it only upon

the surface.

Yet this fault can be partly explained by his efforts to under-

stand history. To him, it seemed that the progress of human de-

velopment is merely a repetition of events; and that what applied at

a former time will ecjually as well apply at a later. He failed to

appreciate the fact that the new circumstances could give rise to

new and different conditions for which history made no allowance.

In dwelling on the causes which he discerned or believed himself

to discern, he overlooked those which are constantly promoting the

evolution of progress and which find expression in innumerable

ways. Yet, he entertained a suspicion of them and gave intima-

tion to his thoughts in asserting, like his contemporary Pomponazzi,

the principle of natural causes. It was also a cardinal error of his

to deny a capacity of improvement in human nature and to assume

that mankind would be essentially the same in all ages. It is only

too true that the standards of righteousness have been considerably

raised since his time ; and though the conditions of modern society

are adverse to the Machiavellian policy this should import no criti-

cism of his morality. Equally as well, his doctrine that the end

justifies the means, as illustrated by Mohammed All's massacre of

the Mamelukes, cannot be fairly judged, nor can he be severally

criticised for this view, because subsequent history offers innumer-

able instances of the permissibility of a reprehensible act where the

safety of the state lay in the balance. In spite of the many criti-

cisms that can be addressed to him, he deserves the credit and glory

of being tlu- founder not only of modern scientific politics but of

com])arative ethics as well. He indicated the main features and

made it possible for his successors to follow the path he had shown
them.
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PHILANTHROPIST

BY J. V. NASH

/\ \TSITOR to the city of Philadelphia one hundred years ago

^ ^ might have noticed among the persons whom he passed daily

on the streets an individual of singular appearance. He was short

and thickset in build, yet apparently of a rugged constitution, garbed

in clothing of the plainest material, and looking out on the world

through a single shrewd though kindly gray eye. He had some of

the earmarks of a foreigner, but he seemed to possess a wide ac-

quaintance, for many passers-by saluted him, and always with a

certain air of deference.

If the visitor accosted a native and inquired the identity of this

unusual personage, he would have been informed that this was no

other than Stephen Girard. Further inquiry might have elicited the

information that the said Girard was the owner of a great bank, of

a fleet of sailing vessels which carried on a vast foreign trade, and

of many blocks of real estate in Philadelphia and large tracts of

Pennsylvania coal land; that though the man's manner of life was

somewhat eccentric, he was regarded with much reverence by the

people, for his private benevolences were many, and it was recalled

how, during the fearful epidemic of yellow fever many years before,

he had remained in the stricken city and had personall\- nursed the

sick and dying in the crowded hospitals.

The story of Stephen Girard is in some of its aspects so extra-

ordinary that, were it not a well authenticated fact, intimately bound

up with the history of the United States during the early years of

the Republic, and attested by the existence in Philadelphia of Girard

College, it might seem mythical.

It is the story of an obscure young Frenchman, blown into

Philadelphia by the winds of chance early in 1776, just as the
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American Revolution was breaking. There he established himself

in business, and so successful were his ventures that it was said of

him that, like the legendary Midas, everything he touched turned

to gold.

The time came at last when Stephen Girard possessed the largest

fortune in the United States. During the War of 1812, when the

great Government Loan went begging, his personal subscription of

over a million dollars restored the national credit. And when death

bore away the simple-living old man, it was found that he had willed

his great fortune to the people. "Never before," says MacMaster,

"had a citizen of the United States bequeathed so vast a sum for

the public good."

It is a curious coincidence that, during the course of the eigh-

teenth century, there came to Philadelphia three impecunious young

strangers, unknown to fame, who were later to be numbered among

the greatest of public benefactors. Early in the century the boy

Benjamin Franklin, fleeing from inhospitable Boston, found a haven

there. Later, when the clouds of the Revolution were gathering, an

obscure young Englishman named Thomas Paine, and, two years

later, an equally obscure.young Frenchman, Stephen Girard, arrived

in the city of Brotherly Love.

What brought Stephen Girard, a 26-year-old trader, to America

at this critical period ? To answer the question, we must retrace

briefly the career of the young man up to this point.

In the ancient city of Bordeaux, on February 15, 1748, the cure

of the parish of St. Seurin was called i^ipon to solemnize the mar-

riage of two respectable members of the local bourgeoisie. The

bridegroom was one Pierre Girard, port captain, merchant, and later

burgess; the bride was Odette Lafargue, a daughter of the parish

of St. Remy. The union proved to be extremely fertile; ten chil-

dren were born of it in the course of fourteen years. The first was

a daughtr. On May 20, 1750, the second child and eldest son was

born. When, the following day, he was baptized in the parish

church and given the name Etienne (Stephen) in honor of a worthy

burgess who acted as his godfather, none of those present at the

ceremony could have dreamed that the tiny infant whom they were

launching upon the sea of life was destined to write his name indel-

il)ly in the annals of an overseas republic, the birth of which was

still more than a ciuarter century distant.
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]\Ime. Girard, her vitality doubtless sapped by almost annual

confinements, died when Stepiien was only twelve years old. Girard

pere, however, was still going strong, for he soon remarried and

begot four more children.

The most notable physical peculiarity in Stephen Girard was the

loss of his right eye. McMaster thinks that he was born with this

disfigurement, adding that Girard could never remember having had

the use of that eye. But Ingram, a biographer of nearly half a

century ago, whose manuscript was approved as to facts b}- an

aged surviving business associate of Girard, informs us that the loss

of the eye was "the result of throwing wet o)ster shells upon a

bonfire, the heat of which splintering the shells, a fragment entered

Stephen's right eye, destroying the sight in it beyond the hope of

restoration." He tells us further that "the grief and pain attending

the catastrophe was heightened by his playmates' subsequent

thoughtless ridicule of his altered face, leaving so great an impres-

sion upon the sensitive young lad's mind that he vividly remembered

it to the day of his death."

The taste for a sea- faring life must have been bred in Stephen,

for his father as well as his uncles had inherited ships from their

father, and were engaged in overseas trade. Pierre Girard seems to

have prospered as a merchant. In 1767 he was honored by being

appointed a burgess of Bordeaux. Some years earlier, Louis XV
had conferred upon him the Royal and Military Order of St. Louis

and his name had, by royal command, been enrolled in the register

of the Admiralty at Paris.

This honor was bestowed in recognition of an act of personal

bravery in the War of the Austrian Succession. It appears that the

elder Girard was serving with the French squadron at Brest when

the British, having blockaded the port, sent a fire-ship into the midst

of the French fleet. Girard's vessel having caught fire, the younger

man—he was then about thirty years old—at the risk of his life

extinguished the flames and saved the ship.

The French are not, like the English, a people who take naturally

to a nautical life. Stephen's family seems to have been an exception

to this rule. At fourteen Stephen himself went to sea. As to the

circumstances of his leaving home at so early an age, [NIcMaster is

silent, but Ingram furnishes us with an explanation that seems alto-

gether probable. It appears that the step-mother, a woman of West
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Indian or French-American origin, brought several children of her

own into the already numerous Girard family. Stephen was a high-

spirited boy, and while there is no evidence to show that the step-

mother was intentionally harsh, friction inevitably developed.

blatters came to a head one day at the dinner table. A reproof

from the step-mother caused Stephen's long pent up resentment to

explode. The father demanded that Stephen apologize to Mme.
Girard. But the boy, feeling himself in the right, obdurately refused

any amende.

Stephen now proposed, as a means of ending an intolerable situ-

ation, that he be allowed to go to sea and learn the business of a

trader. It appears that the father had originally intended his eldest

son for a professional career, but he was now glad enough to fall in

with the boy's suggestion. So he secured for him a "venture" in

the good ship Pclerin (Pilgrim), under Capt. Jean Courteau, which

was about to sail for Santo Domingo, at that time an important

French West Indian colony.

Thus it was that in 1764, aged fourteen, Stephen Girard sailed

away from France, with a cargo valued at more than $3000. fur-

nished him by his father. On this first voyage he occupied the

strange position of cabin boy and part owner.

The voyage lasted ten months and was highly successfully finan-

cially. Stephen now definitely embarked on a sea- faring career.

After making five more voyages he was raised to the rank of lieu-

tenant. He was anxious to become a captain on his own account.

Under the French law an applicant for a license had to be at least

twenty-five years old and to have served two years on ships of the

Royal Navy before being admitted to the examination. Influence

at home, however, secured a dispensation for Stephen, and in 1773

he received his license, authorizing him to act as captain, master, or

pilot of a merchant ship.

The next year Stephen set sail from Bordeaux on the good ship

Julie for Port-au-Prince. He was destined never again to see the

wharves and spires of the old town of his birth, nor his father, nor

any of his brothers or sisters, save only Jean, who lated joined him

in America. It is known, however, that years afterwards he ex-

tended liberal financial assistance to members of the family who
had fallen into want.

In I'Y'bruary, 1774, Stephen Girard arrived in Santo Domingo,
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and then sailed with a cargo for Xew York. Here, for the first

time, he set foot on the soil of Xorth America. This was in Jul\-,

1775. In disposing of his merchandise at Xew York, he made the

acc|uaintance of a prosperous merchant of the place, one Thomas
Randall. The latter was impressed by the business ability of the

young Frenchman and a friendship rapidly developed between the

two.

Randall owned a vessel which made trading voyages between

New York and New Orleans and among the West Indian islands.

Young Girard accepted Randall's offer of a position as first officer

on the ship and, at the conclusion of his first voyage, purchased a

part interest in the vessel. This was followed by the formation of

a partnership between the two.

It happened that in May, 1776, on a voyage to X^ew York,

Stephen Girard, after battling storm and fog for several days, found

himself at the mouth of a large bay on the Atlantic Coast. Unaware
of his exact location, he ordered that a small cannon, which was

carried for emergencies, should be discharged several times as a

call for a pilot.

The x-\merican Revolution was now beginning in earnest and the

British Navy was already blockading the American coast. Xaturall\-,

the firing of a cannon by an unknown vessel caused much excite-

ment on shore. In due time, however, a pilot came on board. From
him Girard learned that he w^as at the mouth of Delaware Bay. The
pilot also warned him of the presence of British cruisers outside the

bay. Girard realized that, with the lifting of the fog, an attempt to

go to Xew York would result in certain capture by the enemy.

What should he do ? Prudence dictated that he should proceed

up the river to Philadelphia. Unfortunately, he found that he had

no American money and payment of pilotage was demanded in

advance. But a Captain King, evidently an officer of the American

forces, who had come on board with the pilot, offered the loan of

the small sum necessary to take him up the river.

It is said that years afterwards, when he had become the wealth-

iest citizen of Philadelphia, he often alluded jokingly to the fact

that he had had to borrow $5.00 in order to reach the city.

Hardly had Girard and his vessel got to a point of safety when

a British man-of-war poked its nose into the bay. Less than an

hour's delay would have made Girard a British prisoner and in all
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probability he would never have seen Philadelphia. On such narrow

margins do the fortunes of men and nations sometimes hang. Twenty

minutes after the vessel bearing Thomas Paine cleared from Dover

on the way to France, an order reached the port from the British

government for his arrest.

The war having swept American commerce ofif the seas, Girard

on arriving at Philadelphia sold his interest in the vessel and hired

a store which he stocked with the cargo he had brought from the

West Indies. Girard was always resourceful. So now, the British

blockade having raised the price of wine and brandy in Philadelphia,

he wrote to friends in Bordeaux suggesting that a handsome profit

might be made by running the blockade with cargoes of this char-

acter. The plan was carried out with great success ; Girard's com-

missions proved a welcome addition to his income and helped to

tide him over until he could establish a permanent foothold in his

new environment. For the war promised to be a long one and he

must reconcile himself to a protracted stay in America.

Young Girard. notwithstanding his facial disfigurement, seems

to have possessed an attractive personality. At any rate, he soon

began to make friends in Philadelphia. It was his intention, as soon

as the war was over, to build another vessel and resume his trading

activities.

This interest brought him into contact with a shipbuilder named

Lum. Girard paid many visits to the shipbuilder's home. At the

Lum home he soon found that he had business of a more personal

nature. In short, he was deeply smitten by the shipbuilder's daugh-

ter, Mary, a beautiful, dark-eyed girl of sixteen. While she had

little formal education, she possessed a quick intelligence and much

native charm.

Young Girard feared that the announcement of his engagement

to this unsophisticated young American girl—a Protestant into the

bargain—might arouse unpleasant opposition at home. So he de-

cided to hasten the marriage and let his relatives face the accom-

plished fact as best they might.

Stephen Girard and Mary Lum were married on June 6, 1777,

at St. Paul's Episcopal Church in Philadelphia by the Rev. Mr.

Stringer. The young couple made their home in Girard's residence

on Water Street. Here they remained until the following September

when, Lord Howe and the British forces threatening Philadelphia,
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Girard took his bride to Alt. Holly, in New Jersey. There thev

settled on a small farm which Girard had bought.

Meanwhile, Philadelphia had been captured by the British.

Girard had now turned farmer, but managed to make frequent trips

into the city, to keep an eye on his property there and also to sell

his wines from Bordeaux.

His enforced leisure at this time gave Girard an opportunity to

study the causes of the struggle between the Colonies and England,

and. he soon become an ardent patriot. He seems to have acquired

a good command of English with little difficulty, and it is quite

probable that his advocacy of independence, his deep admiration

for the republican form of government, and his unbounded faith in

the future of the American nation were inspired by the writings of

Thomas Paine.

Already, as early as 1778, but two years after settling in Phila-

delphia, Stephen Girard had taken the oath of allegiance to the State

of Pennsylvania, which he repeated and confirmed in the following

year. The certificate attesting this fact which was issued to him

reads as follows

:

"I do hereby certify that Stephen Girard, of the city of Phila-

delphia, hath voluntarily taken the oath of allegiance and fidelity as

directed by act of the General Assembly, passed on the 13th day of

June, 1777. Witness my hand and seal, the 27th day of October,

A. D., 1778. (Signed) Jno. Ord."

But we must hurry on with our story, skipping over many inter-

esting details in this most romantic of biographies.

The evacuation of Philadelphia by the British in 1779 enabled

Stephen Girard to bring back his wife and re-establish himself in

the shipping business. He now commissioned father-in-law Lum
to build him a ship. This he named the Water Witch. The vessel

brought him great profit until finally shipwrecked.

In the midst of rapidly expanding business interests and grow-

ing prosperity, Stephen Girard suffered an almost crushing misfor-

tune of a personal nature. In 1785 his wife went insane. His

brother Jean, to whom he confided the news of the tragedy, wrote

him: "I have safely received your letter of the 12th of May last.

It is impossible to express to you what I felt at such news. I do

truly pity the frightful state I imagine you to be in; above all,

knowing the regard and love you bear your wife."
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Under the tender care of her husband, who provided her with

the best available medical treatment, Mrs. Girard showed marked

improvement in her mental condition and her husband began to hope

that the cure might be permanent.

In September. 1787, Stephen and his brother Jean made arrange-

ments to take a ship with a valuable cargo of tobacco, rice, and

indigo from Charleston, South Carolina, to Marseilles. This under-

taking led to an important incident in Girard's life. He had to

remain five weeks in Charleston while the ship was being loaded.

During his stay there he was initiated into the Masonic Fraternity,

as a Master Mason of Union Blue 'Lodge No. 8, a chapter of the

Grand Lodge of Ancient York Masons in Charleston.

Like Voltaire, of whose works Girard was a close reader, (he

named one of his vessels the Voltaire and another the Rousseau.)

Girard was nominally a Catholic, and occasionally attended Catholic

services. But when he died, forty four years later, it was the

jMasonic Order that conducted his funeral. This led to a clash with

the clergy, which Ingram describes as follows : "Owing to the pres-

ence of the Masonic Fraternity, the necessary permission to do this

(enter the churchyard) was only obtained from the clergy of the

parish under threat of legal proceedings on the part of the execu-

tors, the priests refusing to officiate, and leaving the churchyard

when the Society entered."

Mrs. Girard's cure, unfortunately, was not destined to be per-

manent. In the course of time she sufl^ered a final relapse. Jean

Girard attributes her breakdown to disappointment in having no

children, and continual brooding on the subject. On the advice of

the best physicians in Philadelphia, Stephen Girard reluctantly con-

sented to his wife's removal to an asylum, to which she was com-

mitted August 31, 1790. Never recovering her mind, she remained

an inmate of the hospital until her death in 1815.

The horror of this tragedy was deepened by the fact that t-he

unfortunate woman, some months after her commitment to the

asylum, gave birth to a daughter. Ingram quotes as his authority

for this statement William G. Malin, ex-steward of the Pennsyl-

vania Hospital. The child was taken to the country and tenderly

nursed, but its life was brief.

Stephen Girard now sought forget fulness by immersing himself

in business. Years later he wrote in a letter: "When I rise in the
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morning, my only effort is to labor so hard during the day that when

night comes I may be enabled to sleep soundly." But he was not

a mere slave to money-getting. There is a pathetic touch in this

extract from a letter to his friend Duplessis, of New Orleans, writ-

ten in 1804:

"I observe with pleasure that you have a numerous family, that

you are happ}', and in the possession of an honest fortune. This is

all that a wise man has the right to wish for. As to myself, I live

like a galley slave, constantly occupied, and often passing the night

without sleeping. I am wrapped up in a labyrinth of afifairs, and

worn out with care. I do not value fortune. The love of labor is

niA' highest ambition. You perceive that your situation is a thousand

times preferable to mine."

A\^ith wealth piling up in mountains all about him, Stephen

Girard lived to the end a life of Jefifersonian simplicity. ]\Iany little

anecdotes reveal his personal kindness to and forbearance with hum-

ble employes in his counting-house. A clerk through carlessness

had sent out a check overpaying an account to the amount of S300.

The recipient of the check was an honest man and returned it with

a letter to Girard. The latter quietly placed the letter and the check

on the clerk's desk, where he found them the following morning

and realized his serious error. His employer contented himself with

this silent reproach.

"On another occasion," we are told, "small sums of money

having been missed from the counting-house, the errand boy was

suspected of the thefts and, being watched, was at last caught in

the act. Instead of the severe punishment which might naturally

have been expected to follow, Girard merely directed that a new

and more intricate lock should be obtained for the money drawer,

and this being accordingly done, the matter was passed by without

further comment. Girard probably felt that the remorse shown by

the lad was sufficient token of his repentance, but it was such acts

of judicious forbearance toward his employes, at times when they

were undoubtedly derelict, that implanted in the bosoms of the better

of them such personal admiration and regard as grew in time almost

to veneration."

When, in 1793, Philadelphia was visited by a frightful epidemic

of yellow fever, of which thousands perished, Stephen Girard ex-

hausted himself to the utmost in the work of relieving suffering.
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When others were fleeing from the plague-ridden city, he stayed at

the post of danger. Ingram, quoting a contemporary authority, re-

lates that Stephen Girard "remained six, seven, or eight hours daily

in the hospital, leaving only to visit the infected districts and assist

in removing the sick from the houses in which they were dying

without help. He had to encourage and comfort the sick, to hand

them necessaries and medicines, to wipe the sweat from their brows,

and to perform many disgusting offices of kindness which nothing

could render tolerable but the exalted motives that impelled him

to this heroic conduct."

A personal witness gives us the following vivid picture of

Stephen Girard among the plague sufferers

:

"A carriage, rapidly driven by a black servant, broke the silence

of the deserted and grass-grown street. It stopped before a frame

house in 'Farmer's Row,' the very hotbed of the pestilence, and the

driver, first having bound a handkerchief over his mouth, opened

the door of the carriage and quickly remounted to the box. A short,

thick-set man stepped from the coach and entered the house. In a

minute or two the observer, who stood at a safe distance watching

the proceedings, heard a shuffling noise in the entry, and soon saw

the visitor emerge, supporting with extreme difficulty a tall, gaunt,

yellow-visaged victim of the pestilence. His arm was around the

waist of the sick man, whose yellow face rested against his own,

his long, damp, tangled hair mingling with his benefactor's, his feet

dragging helpless upon the pavement. Thus, partly dragging, partly

lifted, he was drawn to the carriage door, the driver averting his

face from the spectacle, far from offering to assist. After a long

and severe exertion the well man succeeded in getting the fever-

stricken patient into the vehicle, and then entering it himself, the

door was closed and the carriage drove away to the hospital, the

merchant having recognized in the man who thus risked his life for

another the foreigner, Stephen Girard!" (United States Gazette,

Jan. IS, iSj2.)

Girard's shipping business grew to enormous proportions. Dur-
ing the Napoleonic wars, this department of his business suffered

many vicissitudes. As a result of the rival embargoes imposed by

the warring European nations, some of his ships were seized and

their cargoes confiscated. Hut he had other business interests which
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claimed much of his attention. One of the important sources of

his wealth was real estate.

"Year after year," says McMaster, "as his wealth increased,

farm was added to farm in Passyunk, land was acquired in Moya-

memsing, houses and lots were purchased in the city until by the

close of 1812 he had expended $367,000. For one hundred and

fort>-three acres in Pass) unk he paid «$49,222 ; forty acres in Moya-

memsing cost $4,000; houses on Spruce Street, $20,000; on Second

Street, $20,000; on Front Street, $57,000. His banking house on

Third Street cost $115,000; for the square between Market and

Chestnut, Eleventh and Twelfth Streets, bought in 1807. he paid

$101,820."

When, earl\- in 1812, Congress allowed the charter of the first

Bank of the United States to lapse, Girard, who had invested heavily

in its shares, purchased the bank, its equipment, outstanding paper,

and good-will outright. He re-opened the institution as "The Bank

of Stephen Girard." Its capital on beginning business was $1,200,-

000, an amount increased on the first of January, 1913, to

$1,300,000.

During the War of 1812, as we have already noticed, Stephen

Girard rendered invaluable assistance financially to the United

States Government. Without his timely aid—which was followed

by a series of brilliant victories over the enemy—the country might

have lost its independence and sunk back into the status of a British

dependency.

Stephen Girard, as the years went on, became a sort of living

institution in Philadelphia. He passed his sixtieth milestone, then

his seventieth, and in 1830 his eigthtieth. The span of his life in

Philadelphia stretched from just before the signing of the Decla-

ration of Independence to the beginning of railroad construction.

In 1829, when the State of Pennsylvania was facing bankruptcy

through the extravagance and incompetence of legislators and State

officials, when the treasury was empty and there was no money

available to carry on the business of government, the Governor in

despair hurried to Philadelphia to seek the aid of Stephen Girard.

The aged merchant—he was now sevent\-nine—received the excited

Executive in a kindly fashion and without hesitation advanced to

the Commonwealth $100,000 on the sole credit of the Governor,

risking the possible repudiation of the latter's act by the Legislature.
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\\'hile walking home from his bank early in 1830, Stephen

Girard was run down by a horse and wagon. A wheel passed over

his head, inflicting serious and painful injury. But he recovered

sufiicientlv to resume his business activities. In the following April

we find him buying thousands of acres of coal lands, and in July,

1831, accepting election as a trustee of the new Merchants' Ex-

change of Philadelphia.

Stephen Girard now knew that death was near, but he wished

to be active to the last. Of death itself he had no fear. A month

before the end he remarked : "When Death comes for me he will

find me busy, unless I am asleep in bed. If I thought I was going

to die tomorrow, I should plant a tree, nevertheless, today."

The end came peacefully. On the afternoon of December 26,

1831, the news spread over Philadelphia that the old town's fore-

most citizen was no more. The passing of Stephen Girard was

marked by demonstrations of sorrow and respect on all sides. Flags

on public buildings and on the shipping in the harbor flew at half-

mast in honor of this modest private citizen who had held no public

office, and resolutions of regret were adopted by the municipal

bodies.

The funeral procession was probably the largest that the city

of Philadelphia had ever witnessed. The Mayor, alderman, and

other officials, officers of Masonic lodges, and trustees of the man\

benevolent institutions of which Stephen Girard had been a bene-

factor, marched in the funeral procession through crowds of mourn-

ing citizens. The honor of a civic funeral had been decreed by the

municipality. No services of a religious character were held; the

interment was under Masonic auspices.

Twenty years later the body of Stephen Girard was removed

from the churchyard in which it had been buried despite the pro-

tests of the clergy, and transferred to a marble sarcophagus in the

main building of Girard College. This second funeral was con-

ducted by the Pennsylvania Grand Lodge of Masons; over 1500

members of the craft in full regalia participated in the imposing

ceremonies, twelve Past Masters acting as pall-bearers.

Ste])hen Girard's estate at the time of his death amounted to

about $7,500,000. When his will was opened, it was found that he

had l)f(|U(.athe(l tf) the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania $300,000 for

internal im[)rovc'ments, and to the city of Philadelphia cash and
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real estate totaling over $6,000,000. The sum of $2,000,000 was set

aside for the establishment of a school to be devoted to training

orphan boys in useful occupations.

Girard College, after some litigation, was organized and officially

opened on January 1, 1848, and has continued, down to our own
day, to fulfill the benevolent purposes of its founder. To the orig-

inal single building some twenty others have since been added, its

financial resources have, by wise management, been increased by

many millions, and its present enrollment is about 1500 students.

A furore arose when it became known that Stephen Girard,

when laying down in his will the rules for the government of the

institution created by his bounty, had inserterl the following extra-

ordinary provision

:

"I enjoin and require that no ecclesiastic, missionary, or minister

of an}' sect whatsoever shall ever hold or exercise any station or

duty whatever in the said college ; nor shall any such person ever

be admitted for any purpose, or as a visitor, within the premises

appropriated to the purposes of the said College. In making this

restriction, I do not mean to cast any reflection upon any sect or

person whatever; but, as there is such a multitude of sects, and

such diversity of opinion amongst them, I desire to keep the tender

minds of the orphans, who are to derive advantage from this be-

quest, free from the excitements, which clashing doctrines and sec-

tarian controversy are apt to produce; my desire is, that all the

instructors and teachers in the College shall take pains to instill into

the minds of the scholars the purest principles of morality, so that,

on their entrance into active life, they may, from inclination and

habit, evince benevolence towards their fellow creatures, and a love

of truth, sobriety and industry, adopting at the same time such

religious tenets as their matured reason may enable them to prefer."

This remarkable provision does not seem to have been inspired

by any spirit of revenge upon or prejudice against the churches as

such. During his lifetime Stephen Girard never set himself up as

an avowed anti-clerical. He treated all denominations with impar-

tiality, and even extended financial aid to religious groups when
circumstances appeared to him to justify such benevolence. It is

reported, indeed, that he required his bank employes to attend the

services of their respective communions.

Even after his affiliation with Freemasonry, Girard evidentlv
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continued to regard himself as a nominal Catholic. He maintained

a pew in a local Catholic church, and until the later years of his

life he sometimes went to mass. But it would appear that he had

long since lost any interest in dogma. It is surmised that the

Quakers, whose philosophy of life he greatly admired, strongly

influenced his religious development, until at last he found content

in a simple Deism.

Stephen Girard, although a vague and almost forgotten figure in

the memory of Americans today, was an important factor in our

social evolution. The magnitude of private philanthropy in the

United States is one of the elements of American life which never

fail to create astonishment in the minds of visiting Europeans.

Girard was the first American millionaire philanthropist. He made

fashionable the giving away of private fortunes for educational and

other benevolent purposes. Since his death billions of dollars have

been diverted from private ownership in this manner. And para-

doxically enough, the man who established this practice, which

today is regarded as peculiarly American, was himself a European,

a product of the French bourgeoisie, whose parsimonious habits are

proverbial and wdiose altruism seldom strays beyond the immediate

familv circle.



MILTON'S THEOLOGY
BY EN'ANGELIX LAWSON

THE theological beliefs held by Milton in his later life are to be

found chiefly in Paradise Lost and in his Treatise of Christian

Doetrine. The latter was not published until about a hundred and

fiitx \ears after his death. Daniel Skinner, the nephew of his old

friend, Cyrus Skinner, was serving as his amanuensis in writing

out a fair cop}', but ^lilton died before one-third of the corrections

were made, and the whole remained in Daniel Skinner's hands after

Milton's death in 1674.

Daniel Skinner held a position in Trinity College which, very

likely, he would have lost if the treatise had appeared in London, so

he sent the manuscript to Amsterdam. The English government

learned of the proposed publication of the foreign correspondence

of Parliament and the Protectorate, and pressure was brought to

bear upon Skinner through the ^Master of Trinity, Isaac Barrow.

Skinner gave up to the Secretary of State, not only the Latin letters,

but the manuscript of the theological treatise. Nothing was known
of the manuscript until 1823, when it was disinterred from one of

the presses of the old State Paper Office. Sir Joseph Williamson,

when he retired from office in 1628, instead of taking away his

correspondence as had been the custom, left it behind him. It is

for this reason that ]\lilton's Treatise of Christiaji Doctrine was

published so long after his death. Milton was accused by his con-

temporaries of being a Papist; but. if the Treatise of Christian

Doctrine could have been published during his life-time, there would

have been no ground whatsoever for such an accusation, for the

treatise abounds in teachings contrary to those of the Papists, and

he frequentl}' mentions the Papists as teaching contrary to the

scriptures.
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IMilton's grandfather was a Papist, his father was disinherited

for becoming a Puritan; but, later in Hfe, he drifted toward the

extreme Independents. He is classed by most of his biographers

as an Arian, but his beliefs were not altogether those held by the

Arians. On the one side, his beliefs inclined to that of the Semi-

Arians who believed in the unlikeness of the essences of God and

of Christ. His views descended, in a measure, toward that of the

lower Arians who made Christ out to be a creature produced in

time. On the other side, he swung toward the pantheistic conception

which made Christ out to be a creature not produced in time. On

the whole, however, it is perhaps best to classify him as an Arian.

Possibly, the most adequate way to set forth Milton's theological

views would be to examine his Treatise of Christian Doctrine, and

to compare this work with his Paradise Lost. The Treatise of

Christian Doctrine is divided into two books—Book I: Of the

Knowledge of God; and Book H : Of the Service of God. We shall

be concerned chiefly with the doctrines set forth in Book I.

Alilton starts out by saying: "The Christian Doctrine is that

divine revelation disclosed to all ages by Christ (though he was not

known under that name in the beginning) concerning the nature and

worship of Deity, for the promotion of the glory of God and the

salvation of mankind." Under the definition of Christ he also

comprehended Moses and the prophets, who were his forerunners,

and the apostles whom he sent. He states that the Christian doctrine

is not to be obtained from the schools of the philosophers, nor from

the laws of man, but from the holy scriptures alone, under the

guidance of the Holy Spirit; therefore, each individual has the

right to interpret the scriptures according to the light which he

himself has.

Furthermore, he says that Christian doctrine is comprehended

under two divisions: Faith, or the knowledge of God; and Love, or

the worship of God. "These two divisions, though they are distinct

in their own nature, and put asunder for the convenience of teach-

ing, cannot be separated in practice. . . . Faith does not mean
the habit of believing, but the things to be habitually believed."

^Moreover, no one can have right thoughts of God with nature

or reason alone as his guide^ independent of the word or message

of God. 'i'his is also set forth clearly in Paradise Lost, XH. 513:
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Left on\y in those written Records pure,

Though not but by the Spirit understood.

The idea of God set forth in the sci'i])tures is the idea that God

intended man to have of him ; therefore, man must be content with

it. ]\IiUon sets down nine attributes which describe the nature of

God, and these are proved by quotations from the Bible, as are all

the doctrines set forth in the treatise. The attributes which show the

inherent nature of God are as follows

:

1. Truth.

2. Spirit.

3. Immensity and Infinity.

4. Immutability.

5. Incorruptability.

6. Eternity.

7. Omnipresence, which arises from the Infinity of God.

8. Omnipotence.

9. All the preceding attributes may be regarded as necessary causes

of the ninth attribute—the Unity of God.

The \'itality, Intelligence and Will of God show the divine

power and excellence of the Deit}'. These also have to do with the

nature of God; and the knowledge of God may also be derived from

his efficiency, which is either internal or external. The internal

efficiency of God is manifested through his decrees, which may be

either general or special. God's general decree is that whereby he

has decreed from all eternity of his most free and wise and holy

purpose, whatever he willed, or whatever he was himself about

to do. God decreed nothing absolutely which he left in the power of

free agents. In Paradise Lost we find Milton expressing the view

that God made men free and that man ordained his own fall. The
following quotation illustrates his doctrines on the divine decrees

and on predestination

:

.... So will fall

He and his faithless progen\-. Whose fault?

Whose but his own? Ingrate, he had of me
All he could have; I made him just and right,

Sufficient to have stood, though free to fall.
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Such I created all the Ethereal Powers

And Spirits, both them who stood, and them who failed

;

Freely they stood who stood, and fell who fell.

Not free, what proof could they have given sincere

Of true allegiance, constant faith, or love.

Where only what they needs must do appeared,

Xot what they would ? What praise could they receive,

What pleasure I, from such obedience paid.

When will and reason (reason also is choice)

Useless and vain, of freedom both despoiled.

Made passive both, had served necessity,

Xot me? They, therefore, as to right belong'd,

So were created, nor can justly accuse

Their maker, or their making, or their fate,

As if predestination over-rul'd

Their will, dispos'd by absolute decree

Or high foreknowledge ; they themselves decreed

Their own revolt, not I ; if I foreknew.

Foreknowledge had no influence on their fault,

W'hich had no less proved certain, unforeknown,

etc.

Paradise Lost, III. p5

The external efficiency of God—whereby he carries into effect

by external agency whatever decrees he has purposed within him-

self—are discussed under the heads of Generation, Creation, and

the Government of the Universe. In the Arian system of theology

an infinite chasm is fixed between God and man, and the conse-

quence of this is that God in his relation to the world can create

only indirectly through his agent. For this purpose is formed the

Logos, which is called into existence at a period inconceivable to

man, but yet within the boundaries of time. This is created from

tiothing and not from the Father's essence. However, Milton thought

that the Son was created from the Father and that he was the first

to be created. In the Treatise of Christian Doctrine IMilton says

:

"For when the Son is said to be the first born of every creature,

and the beginning of the creation of God, nothing can be more

evident than that God of his own will created, or generated, or

produced the Son before all things, endued with the divine nature,
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as in the fulness of time he miraculously begat him in his human

nature of the \'irgin Mary." 1 le believed that Christ taught that the

attributes of divinit}- belong to the Father alone, to the exclusion

even of himself. God has supreme dominion both in heaven and

earth, with unlimited authorit}- and full power of decreeing according

to his own independent will.

Father eternal, thine is to decree,

Aline, both in Heaven and Earth to do th\- will

Supreme.

Purudisc Lust, X. 68.

In speaking of the Holy Spirit in the Treatise of Christian Doc-

trine, i\Iilton says that although the Holy Spirit is not said anywhere

in the scriptures to have taken upon himself any mediatorial

functions, as is said of Christ, nor to be engaged b}- the obligations

of a filial relation to pay obedience to the Father, }et he must evi-

dently be considered as inferior to both the Father and the Son.

inasmuch as he is represented and declared to be subservient and

obedient in all things. From Milton's views on the nature of the

Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit, we see that he is decidedl}'

antitrinitarian at the end of his life.

The whole of the seventh book of Paradise Lost, in which Milton

tells the story of creation, is little more than a paraphrase of a few

verses in Genesis ; and we find that he has used the very words of

scripture. In the Treatise of Christian Doctrine he says: "Creation

is that act whereby God the Father produced every thing that exists

by his word and spirit, that is. by his will, for the manifestation of

the glory of his power and goodness." He then goes on to say that

the original matter out of which God has created the universe was

derivable from no other source than from the fountain of every

substance; that is. from God himself, though it was at first confused

and formless, and was later brought to order by the hand of God

:

I saw when at his word the formless mass,

This world's material mould came to heap

:

Confusion heard his voice, and wild uproar

Stood rul'd, stood vast infinitude confin'd

;

Till at his second bidding darkness fled.

Light shone, and order from disorder sprung;

Swift to their sev'ral quarters hastened then
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The cumbrous elements, earth, flood, air, fire.

Paradise Lost, III. 708.

In his treatment of the doctrine of the atonement and original

sin. ^lilton is evangelical. He speaks of redemption as that act

whereby Christ, being sent in the fulness of time, redeemed all

beHevers at the price of his own blood, by his own voluntary act,

conformably to the eternal council and grace of God the Father.

Christ was sent to redeem those who should believe, but God had not

previously ordained what particular persons should be believers,

though some persons, by reason of their natures, would be inclined

toward obedience to God. But, seeing each person possessed free-

will, God could not be held responsible for the disobedience of any-

one, although he knew that there were those who would fall. Alilton

savs, again and again, that this foreknowledge of God did not

mean that he had predestined anyone to be a believer or not to be

a believer.

Milton believed in the second advent of Christ, the resurrection

of the dead, and in the general conflagration. He thought that the

second advent of Christ would be sudden, and that the time of his

coming was known only to God; but that there were general signs

which would appear when his coming was near

:

Truth shall retire

Be struck with sland'rous darts, and works of faith

Rarely be found : so shall the world go on.

To good malignant, to bad men benign,

Under her own weight groaning: till the day

Appear of respiration to the just,

And vengeance to the wicked.

Paradise Lost, XII. 535.

The materiality and natural mortality of the soul, and the sus-

I^ension of consciousness between death and the resurrection were

other tenets of ^Milton's religious belief. When the body dies, the

soul dies also, and will not come to life till the resurrection, when

the s(jul and the body will both come to life, and the last judgment

will take place. L^ollowing this, the saints will reign with Christ

on this earth for a thousand years. At the expiration of the

thousand years Satan will rage again, and assail the church at the

head of an immense confederacv of its enemies : but he will be
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overthrown by fire from heaven, and be condemned to everlasting

punishment. Christ wiU then deHver up the kingdom to God, and

this world itself will be consumed in a general conflagration.

Interwoven with Milton's theological beliefs are his toleration of

polygamy, the rightness of which he has taken great pains to prove

through the Old Testament scriptures ; and his disbelief in the

observance of the sabbath. Moreover, he was not an advocate of

attendance at church if public worship was to be a substitute for

spiritual religion. In conclusion, we see that, on the whole, he was

rather broad in his beliefs, and that he proved anytliing he wanted

to prove from the scriptures.



THE NATURAL HISTORY OF REFORM

BY CHARLES KASSEL

BECAUSE of the European war, and the break-up of old

and the creation of new states, with the huge overturn in Russia

and the dictatorship in Italy and elsewhere, the present is destined

to be known as one of the great revolutionary epochs. We are still

too close to these events rightly to appraise them. What lasting

influence they are to have on the history of mankind we do not

know as yet. Certain it is, however, that these newlyturned pages

in the world's annals have stirred the thoughts of men as they have

not been stirred for centuries.

The cataclysmic nature of recent changes, however, has served

unduly to emphasize the revolutionary idea. The spectacle of age-

old institutions toppled from their bases, and venerated laws and

usages disappearing as by a flash, has wrought upon susceptible

minds in every land. Even in our democracies, where the machinery

exists for effectuating the popular will and no occasion offers for

violent change, the passing of the old order in Europe has evoked

the ferment which such a leaven inevitably produces.

Democratic human nature, truth to say, upon which rests the

sensitive governmental structure in democratic lands, appropriates

very slowly the tremendous lessons of modern political progress.

Subconsciously, too many of us live in the days when republics were

undreamed of and revolution was the instrument of political change.

Such volcanic eruptions, therefore, as we have beheld in the old

world still carry a powerful challenge to the imagination. The
methods, indeed, of the common run of reformers, whose temper

and whose wea]:»ons are borrowed from the past, may constitute a

concession to lliis weakness. That in free governments the instru-

ment of ref(jrm is education—that in such lands slow and solid
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preparation for every forward step is a necessity and that power is

futile without popular understanding—these sober and humdrum

truths, though familiar in the abstract, have not wrought themselves

into the texture of popular thought.

The calm reformer—broad, well-poised and highl}'-informed

—

is a necessary factor in a democrac}'. Much of modern progress is

distinctly traceable to such personalities. The narrow, inflammatory

radical serves merely as an irritant, producing heat where light is

needed. In absolute and semi-absolule states such individuals, by

their tiery spirit, may kindle a successful insurrection and thus

accomplish a result which can not otherwise be attained. In

democracies, where legislation is the reflection, not of royal or

oligarchical but of public sentiment, they hinder, rather than hel]),

b}- their intemporate zeal, the causes the\' espouse.

Xor does the fierce crusader find any just sanction for his

methods in the misunderstanding and abuse which even the true

reformer usually encounters. The intelligent innovator expects no

less. It is part of the first cost of all change. Indeed, it is precisely

at this point that the leading difference appears between the large-

minded reformer and his anti-type. The latter despises the conser-

vative instinct while the former values it. In the slowness of man to

depart from his accustomed ways he recognizes the working of a

beneficent principle. Instead of writhing with impatience before the

obstacles which conservatism places in his path he welcomes them.

To him these obstacles are an assurance that the new, when it

triumphs at last, will root itself deep in the human soil and hold

against mischievous attack in some mad and revolutionary hour.

The inadaptation of the swashbuckling spirit to political reform

in modern democracies is re-enforced by the general lessons of evo-

lution. ]\Iother nature herself is the true reformer's mentor.

A iewing the long story as a whole he sees in the instinct that weds

man to old walks and old ways a universal, and on the whole, a

salutary trait of human nature. It is this alone that has made
possible the slow upgrowth of the social and family virtues against

the pressure of the primitive impulses.

\\"ith lessons for the higher type of reformer no period of historv

is freighted more richly than that which records the development of

English laws and institutions during the nineteenth centurv. There

we see accomplished by slow and halting but orderly processes what
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in France had been achieved only by blood and fire and at the cost of

a reaction which should else have been avoided. The Reform Acts,

bv which'the British toiling classes were admitted to a voice in the

councils of their nation—the Factory Laws, through which the

English government reached out a sheltering arm to the child-

workers in the factories—the system of Public Education, by which

the state took up the task of enlightening the ignorance of the

masses ; these, though but a few, are the chief of the measures which

saved to England the horrors of a revolution.

But while these concessions to the fundamental rights of man
were vast strides forward, and were gained without the blight of

civil strife, it is far from true that they were obtained without a

struggle. Xo student of history, familiar with the story of that

momentous epoch, need be told of the bitterness with which the

conservative classes battled against the innovations, nor of the

dread felt by many able and honest thinkers whose bias for vener-

ated traditions and ideals blinded them to the essential justice of the

new doctrines.

For the heady tendency which too often marks the mere radical

there is no surer antidote than the study of such a cross-section from

the structure of political history. It sets off, as nothing else can do,

the superiority of the evolutionary over the revolutionary method

of reform. A perusal of such pages in the annals of progress

impresses the lessons of patience and of tolerance and charity toward

opposition. The student beholds, as under a glass, the tangled and

divergent influences which constitute the springs of action and

belief, and sees that those who cry down movements and measures

that make for change are, where erring, largely honest.

With the history of the agitation in England that placed the

ballot in the hands of the common man, the name of John Bright

is imperishably linked. It was in large part through the efforts and

the eloquence of this intrepid reformer that the English masses

came into that tardy heritage. Enthusiastic in every cause to which

he lent his aid, yet patient of criticism and opposition, too brave to

quail before numbers and influence yet too kindly to harbor resent-

ment even against those who assailed him the most bitterly, the

Rochdale manufacturer, who rose from the bier of a dead wife to

consecrate himself to humanity, has intertwined his fame with

much that is best in modern British chronicles.
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The pen of the historian pauses fondly ui)on lirij^ht's superb

courage, his genial and generous magnanimity and the majestic

eloquence that made truth seem nobler from his lii^s ;
yet the same

pen goes on reluctantl\ to record that thi.s man was bemeaned

and reviled by half of England because he bespoke for the toiling

thousands a larger voice in the affairs of their countr>-. Moses

Coit Tyler, in his Glimpses of E)i(jla)id, writing of bright while the

latter was striking his most powerful blows in behalf <>( the dis-

franchised classes, observes, "L'>y an infallible test we are forced to

decide that Air. Bright is the foremost man now extant in England,

—he is the most abused man in England—Throughout these islands,

every number of every Tory paper, and of ever)- demi-Tory paper,

as surely, as systematically, flings its little stone, or its little dust,

or its little n.ud, at John Bright, as it prints its heading in big letters

and its leaders in small ones". (Putnams, 1898, p. 157).

Aluch in the same strain writes Justin ^McCarthy, in his History

of Our Ozini Times. "His scheme,'' says ^McCarthy, "was talked of

at that time by some of his opponents as if it were a project of which

Jack Cade might have approved. It was practically a proposal to

establish a franchise precisely like that we have now, ballot and all,

onl\' that it threw the expense of the returning officer on the county

or borough rate, and it introduced a somewdiat larger measure of

redistribution of seats". (Harpers Edition, 1900, \'ol. 1, Chapter

40, page 139).

The brilliant Sir Edward Bulwer Lytton, we are told b\- another

writer, cried out upon the movement as one for the "enfranchise-

ment of impatient poverty and uninstructed ignorance" (History

of Modern England, by Herbert Paul, Alacmillan. 1904, A'ol. 2,

Ch. 9. p. 201) and those who sought to stem the tide by half-

measures pointed to Bright's plan as "an example of what reckless

demagogues would bring about if conservative reformers did not

have their way" (History of Modern Enr/Iand, Paul, \'ol. 2, pp.

198-199). Yet even the "conservative reformers" of that day

would have been accused of flagrant heres\' a few decades before.

When in March, 1831, Lord John Russell asked leave to introduce

the first Reform Bill in the House of Commons,—a bill so mild it

would have been hailed with approval twent\-five years later by

Bright's most stubborn opponents,—his speech was met with "deri-
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sive cheers and laughter." {Epochs of English History, by Rev. M.

Creighton, Chapter 9.)

Looking back through the century from the vantage-ground of

today, how hard to beheve that those men were sincere who stood out

against these small concessions to fundamental human rights ! So

transparently rightful in our eyes are the demands to which Bright

gave his tongue and pen, so manifestly in keeping with all our ideas,

of political justice, we can scarcely keep down a feeling of resent-

ment, as we turn the pages of that great epoch, against those who

barred from any voice in the nation's councils the classes that fought

its battles and tilled its soils. Yet our own views might have been

fully as cramped had we lived in that day and shared the feelings and

traditions which for centuries had been so closely interwoven with

the national life. We are too apt to forget the ripening touch of

time upon the judgment alike of a people and of its units. Whether

as a race or as an individual, the loftier the heights we scale, the

wider grows the sweep of the horizon and the clearer becomes the

vision. In the twilight of imperfect knowledge, truths that beam

benignant in the fuller dawn often seem grotesque and forbidding.

^Mighty a weapon is the ballot in the hands of a people, it is a

vain, if not a harmful, gift, when unaccompanied by knowledge and

sober judgment. In popular enlightenment alone do we find the

sure safeguard of freedom—the ballot is only the means. American

statesmen, from the first hour of the republic, felt this truth, and, too

jealous of the principle to entrust that sacred function wholly to pri-

vate hands, the American commonwealths took up the task of popular

education as a branch of governmental duty. With us, therefore,

the idea is a familiar one, and the states of the American union

have always vied with one another in their contributions' to the

cause of education. Indeed, at any time during the history of the

nation, the man who proposed that the states give up the work of

instructing the young through teachers paid from the public revenues,

would have been jeered at even by the narrowest of those who
opposed governmental interference with the affairs of the citizen.

This was a species of paternalism which all recognized as whole-

some.

England, however, halted for long behind us. The sanest and

soundest of her statesmen could not be weaned from the idea that

the education of the people was no part of the business of govern-
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ment, and they fought doggedly every measure which might commit

ParHament to the policy of national education. It seems strange at

this day that even John Bright—whose voice rings so clear through

the century's history upon the suffrage question— should have

joined in the sneer against the government turning school-master.

Speaking of the bill ofifered by Sir John Russell in 1847, carrying

a small government donation to the cause of education, Herbert Paul

says in the work from which we have already quoted (\'ol. 1, Ch. 4,

p. 74), "Lord John's proposals were resisted b\' Roebuck, Bright

and other radicals because education was not the business of the

State."

Fortunately, however, the bill was not without an eloquent

champion,—one who, if he had not Bright's s\mpathies with the

toiling classes, and so entire a trust in their fitness for the ballot, }et

possessed a clearer mind for general questions of government. It

was ]\Iacaulay who rose from his place during the debate upon this

bill to deliver one of the most impressive speeches to be found in

his pages. "He has sat down," said the great essayist, "without

dropping one word from which it is possible to conceive whether he

thinks that education is, or that it is not. a matter with which the

state ought to interfere. Yet that is the question about which the

whole nation has, during several weeks, been writing, reading, hear-

ing, speaking, thinking, petitioning, and on which it is now the

duty of Parliament to pronounce a decision. That question once

settled, there will be, I believe^ very little room for dispute."

The succeeding passages of Alacaulay's argument, though of rare

persuasiveness, are too long to warrant quotation in a paper of

limited scope, but at the conclusion of that fine deliverance we find

this prophetic utterance: "From the clamor of our accusers, I appeal

with confidence to the country, to which we must in no long time

render an account of our stewardship. I appeal with still more

confidence to future generations, which while enjoying the blessings

of an impartial and efficient system of public instruction; will find it

difficult to believe that the authors of that system should have had

to struggle with a vehement and pertinacious opposition, and still

more difficult to believe that such an opposition was oft'ered in the

name of civil and religious freedom." (Macauloy's JJ'orks, Harpers

Edition, 1899, \'ol. 5, p. 446). How complete has been the fulfill-
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ment of this prediction no one familiar with the history of modern

England need inquire.

At this point, however, the thoughtful reader must pause for a

reflection. W'hv was it, the mind may well ask which muses over

the storv of those years, that the brilliant ]\Iacauley, w^hose vision

was so broad and just upon this great question, should have been

unable to throw off a traditional prejudice upon that other mighty

issue of the day,—the extension of the ballot to the masses? Here

Bright towered far above him. True, Macaulay spoke for the

Reform Bill of 1832, which the growing clamor of the outcast

classes forced from a reluctant Parliament, but that measure, though

no unimportant one at the time, left the great body of the toilers still

unenfranchised; and in his speech in the Commons Macaulay gave

expression to a peculiarly specious and unstatesmanlike view of the

right of the masses to representation in Parliament.

" I say, sir," he declared, "that there are countries in which the

condition of the laboring classes is such that they may safely be

entrusted with the right of electing members of the Legislature. If

the laborers of England were in that state in which I from my soul

wish them, if employment were always plentiful, wages always high,

food always cheap, if a large family were considered not as an

encumbrance but as a blessing, the principal objections to universal

suffrage would, I think, be removed. Universal suffrage exists in

the United States, without producing any very frightful conse-

quences ; and I do not believe that the people of those states, or of

any part of the world, are in any good quality naturally superior to

our own country. But, unhappily, the laboring classes in England,

and in all old countries, are occasionally in a state of great distress.

Some of the causes of this distress are, I fear, beyond the control

of government. We know what effect distress produces even on

a people more intelligent than the great body of the laboring classes

can possibly be. We know that it makes even wise men irritable,

unreasonable, credulous, eager for immediate relief, heedless of

remote consequences. . . . It is therefore no reflection on the

poorer classes of England, who are not, and who can not in the

nature of things, be highly educated, to say that distress produces

on them its natural effects—those effects which it would produce on

Americans, or any other people—that it blinds their judgment, that

it inflames their passions, that it makes them prone to believe those
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who flatter them, and to (hstrust those wlio would serve them. For

the sake, therefore, of the wliole societ\', for the sake of the la!)oring

classes then:selves. I hold it t(^ be clearly exi)edient that in a country

like this the right of suffrage should depend upon a pecuniary

qualification." (Macaitlay's Works, llarper's Edition, 1899, \'ol. 5,

p. 19).

It is hard, indeed, to reconcile this view with the broad attitude

of Macaulay on other great public (luestions. To acknowledge the

sufferings of the laboring classes, and to admit that many fjf their

wrongs were within the control of government, and yet to withhold

from them the only mouthpiece through wliich they could effectually

speak—and to do this, moreover, in the name of an illiteracy anrl

poverty due in large part to the age-long denial of the very right it

was sought to confer—was a species of reasoning which any mind

can recognize now as absurd. Yet Macaula_\- never wholl\- changed

his opinion and he died before the legislation of 1S67 crowned the

great crusade of Bright—legislation which led naturally to the Act

of 1884 committing England to what was in effect, if not in name

and form, universal manhood suffrage.

The English toiler of our day enjoys a voice in his countr}-'s

afifairs scarcely less pronounced than that of which his fellow in

America can boast; yet the fears that disturl)cd AFacaula}- have

found no echo in events. Indeed, it is precisely in the legislation of

her Parliament since all classes have been admitted to representation

that England has displayed the highest sagacity in her colonial

government, the loftiest humanity in her code of crimes and punish-

ments and the greatest wisdom and firmness in the promulgation and

enforcement of laws for the health, the morals and the happiness of

her people.

It is not unfitting that, after a glance into the history of suffrage

in England and the trials and final triumph of the movement of the

supervision of education by the state, that splendid body of laws

should claim our attention wdiich is only next to the ballot and the

school in importance—namely, the English Eactory Acts. But lest

those not familiar with the development of factory legislation in

England may suppose those enactments to have been accomplished

wdthout a long and bitter struggle, we hasten to read from the

century's annals the story of the great movement which called those

laws into being. Here again, the name of a single man comes to the
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tongue as the leading factor in that signal triumph of patient and

persistent humanitarianism.

Lord Ashley, afterward the Earl of Shaftesbury, and the seventh

of an ancient and distinguished family to bear that title, was one of

those rare personages who united with nobility of name an equal

nobility of character and intellect. Though the master of rich estates,

and possessed of physical graces and mental accomplishments that

gave him a hearty welcome to every aristocratic drawing-room,

the luxuries of wealth and the blandishments of titled society made

less deep an appeal to his compassionate nature than the wants and

woes of his less fortunate fellow-creatures ; and giving up in early

prime the pleasures of society he began his memorable crusade for

the alleviation of factory evils.

The amount of interference with factory management involved

in Lord Ashley's first bill was insignificant, yet mine owners and

manufacturers sneered, quibbled and raged, and orthodox leaders of

thought lifted their hands in terror ; but Lord Ashley persisted,

and fourteen years of patient agitation crystallized public sentiment

and brought forth laws whch have ripened into the wise and humane

regulations of today.

The earliest bill with which the name of Lord Ashley is associ-

ated followed close upon the heels of the Reform Bill of 1832, and

shows how quickly the new sense of accountability to the humbler

classes had begun to humanize Parliament. Space forbids a descrip-

tion in detail of the conditions which prevailed when this first,

faltering experiment in factory legislation was made, but we may
quote a paragraph from Goldwin Smith's The United Kingdom,

which will afford a passing view of the evils it was sought to reach.

"Li the Factory Acts," says this writer, "the Legislature enlarged

its sphere and verged on socialism ; so at least it appeared to the

strict economists, who viewed this legislation with misgiving, as

well as to the manufacturers and coal owners whose personal

interests were touched. Yet the government does nothing socialistic

or beyond its sphere in protecting those who cannot protect them-

selves. The factory system, while it was adding vastly to the wealth

of the nation, was showing its darker side in the ruthless employment

of infant labor. Children had been sent by parishes which wished to

get rid of them to distant factories as little slaves, and manufacturers

had sometimes covenanted to take one idiot in everv twentv. Nor
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was the cruelty much less when the supply of infants was produced

on the spot. Children eii^ht }ears old, or even younger, were kept

at work for twelve or thirteen hours a day, in rooms the air of

which was foul and the moral atmosphere equally tainted, to the

certain ruin of their health as well as of their character and

happiness. Attention had been drawn to the evil, and something

had been done for its mitigation, under George III: but the voice

of philanthropy was little heard amid the din of the great war.

Stubborn was the struggle made by the voice of avarice against

humanit\-, which in the person of Lord Ashley ])leaded for mercy

to the children." (AlacmiUan & Co. 1900, \'ol. 2. Ch. 9, p. 372.)

It well-nigh staggers belief that in the face of such revolting

conditions disinterested individuals could be found .so completely

shackled by inherited ideas of government as to oppose Lord Ashley's

measure with passion and bitterness, upon no other ground than

that such interference was outside the true province of government.

Yet so blinding is the force of tradition, that upon this principle

alone, now obsolete in every civilized government, hundreds of

otherwise sane and charitable people raised their voices to stay even

the inconsiderable legislation Lord Ashle_\-'s bill proposed.

"The controversy during Lord Ashley's agitation"—we quote

again from Justin [McCarthy
—"was alwa}s warm and impassioned.

Many thoroughly benevolent men and women could not bring

themselves to believe that any satisfactory and permanent results

could come of a legislative interference with what might be called

the freedom of contract between employers and employed. . . .

Some of the public men afterwards most justly popular among the

artisan classes were opposed to the measure upon the ground that

it was a heedless attempt to interfere with fixed economic laws.

With our recent experiences, we can only be surprised that a

few years ago there was such a repugnance to the modest amount

of interference with individual rights which Lord Ashley's extremest

proposals would have sought to introduce." (History of Our Oiim

Times, Harper's Edition, 1900, Vol. 1. Ch. 13, p. 204.) In another

work, the writer last quoted says : "It is now admitted that the

legislation for the factories has worked with almost entirely

beneficent results. None of the evils anticipated from it have come

to pass. Almost all the good it proposed to do has been realized.

Each further step of extension in the same direction has been made
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with satisfactory results." (The Epoch of Reform, Scribners, 1900,

p. 97-8.)

How painful to record, as we turn away from the subject,

that on the factory bills of. Lord Ashley—even the earliest, which

only sought to reduce somewhat the hours of children and young

persons—the great John Bright lent his voice and vote to the oppo-

sition! "All the great and splendid services which John Bright

rendered his country," exclaims Herbert Paul, "can not efface the

memory of the speeches he made against this bill." (History of

Modern England, Vol. 1, Ch. 4, p. 72.)

Bright was himself a manufacturer: such had been his father

before him, and, as we can not doubt Bright's honesty, we can only

regret the prejudices of the manufacturer should have been so deeply

ingrained in his make-up and that all the splendor of his intellect and

all the greatness of his character could not rescue his judgment from

error. Our sense of disappointment softens somewhat, too, when

we recall that while Bright could not see either the wisdom or the

propriety of government interference with factory management.

Lord Ashley, despite his profound sympathies with the laboring

classes, could not see the justice or expediency of allowing to the

masses representation in the Commons and cast the weight of his

name and influence against that great reform. The vision was warped

in the one case by the inherited feeling of the capitalist, in the other

by the instinctive dislike of popular government which aristocratic

descent and station had bred and confirmed.

Such in brief, is the story of the three great reforms which did so

much to make the nineteenth century a notable one in English history.

The trials and triumphs of those struggles reveal the same forces of

human nature which are helping or hindering philanthropic measures

and movements of our own time. The Brights, the Russells, the

Ashleys of our age must contend with the same cleaving to the

traditional, the same blindness to the fact that the ways of yesterday

will not avail under the vastly changed conditions of today, the

same readiness of humanity to obey the selfish instincts and forget

the call of duty toward its unfortunates. On the other hand, through

all the annals of the race, whatever the obstacles and however tardy

the progress, we see that every humane cause triumphs at last, and

in the end claims among its champions and defenders the very

classes which at first distrusted or opposed.



THE DEVIL'S DWELLIXG

BY MAXIMILIAN RUUWIN

THE dwelling place of the Devil is in hell whither he and his

"angels" have been cast as punishment fur their revolt "to be

reserved unto judgment" (Peter ii. 4; cf. Jude 6 and Rev. xx. 3)

The Jews speak of seven hells or seven compartments of hell in

contrast to seven heavens. The Spaniards seem to know of seventeen

hells, as may be seen from the following expression : Que te Ilevcn

todos los deiuoiiios dc los dicz-y-sictc infernos. (Alav all the devils

of the seventeen hells get you!) The negroes in \ ictor Hugo's

novel, Bug Jargal (1819), believe likewise in seventeen hells

(ch. XXXHI.)
Hell has been located by the Catholic theologians in the bowels

of the earth ; and in order that our planet should not be blown up

by the infernal blasts, which would be rather disagreeable for its

inhabitants, openings have been created which are none other than

the volcanoes. The volcanoes of Iceland are connected with hell

in some of the travels in Purchas' Pihjrinuujc (1613). Mt. Aetna,

which was already considered in classical days as the habitation of

the giants, is now believed to lead down to hell. According to a

belief current among Neapolitan peasants, hell is situated under the

volcano Mount Gibel (Prosper ]Merimee, Federigo, 1829). The

earthquakes are caused by the movements of the flames and the

convulsions of the damned in hell, which cause the earth to roll

and toss in its bed.^

1 The authoritative interpretation of the Catholic conception of hell will

be found in Joseph Bautz' Die Hdllc (1882) and Das Fr</('/V»cr (1883). See
also the Abbe Carle's treatise, Dii doc/ntc catlioliqtic sur Vcnfcr (1842). As a

matter of fact. Catholic eschatology is about all to be found in the sixth

book of Virgil's Aciieid except for the fact that the Latin poet knows noth-
ing of torments for wicked mortals.
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The shepherds in the ^Middle Ages sometimes saw in the depths

of the caverns the infected mouths of hell.

The essential element in the Christian hell is fire. This idea rests

upon many biblical passages.^ It has been supported by medieval

theologians (see Thomas Aquinas, Siima Thcologica) , by JNIilton

and other poets and rendered almost certain by the testimony of

many a preacher now departed, who is not to be lightly doubted.

The intensity of the fire of hell is so great that, in the belief of the

Jews, the heat of the hot springs of Tiberias is due to the fact that

its waters pass the gates of Gehenna.^

There are three gates of hell, one is found in the inhabited land,

But although the Devil has been put into "everlasting chains"

(Jude 6 ; cf. II Peter ii. 4 ; Rev. xx. 3) , he appears to enjoy the liberty

of leaving his prison at will in order to walk up and down on our

earth to tempt and torment us.

"The Devil," so runs a proverb, "is nowhere in particular but

everywhere in general." Nevertheless it would seem that certain

parts of this earth are more favored by his visits than others. China

simply teems with demons ; indeed there is one particular province

in that country which is known as "Demonland." As far as Christian

Europe is concerned, the North is the Devil's preferred place of

residence. The North was anciently believed to be the region of dark-

ness and later was thought of in a transferred meaning as being the

region of evil.^ The Cornish still believe that the North is the

region of demons. It is described as the Devil's dwelling place in

the passage which has, erroneously enough, given rise to the Lucifer

legend (Is. xiv. 13.)*^ Evil is described as coming upon Judah from

2 Is. ix. 17-18, XXX. Z2,, xxxiii. 14, 9-11, Ixv. 5, Ixvi. 24; Jer. xvii. 4;

Matth. iii. 10, xiii. 30, SO, xviii. 8 ; Mark ix. 43 ; Luk. xvi. 24 ; 2 Thess. i. 8 ;

1 Cor. iii. 15; Hebr. x. 27, xii. 29; Rev. ix. 2, xviii. 19-20, xx. 9-10.

* Cf. Louis Ginzberg, The Legends of the Jeivs. v. 8.

the other in the wilderness, and the third at the bottom of the sea.^

4 Ibid.

^ The idea of the North as a region of darkness has two roots. The
first is the sun—cultus. The sun goes around south and never north of the

observer living north of the equator. This idea is emphasized in the sun-

stations of some secret societies. The second root of the idea is the fact that

some travelers may have got far enough north in winter time to experience

very long nights.

•* This passage has no connection with any Lucifer legend. The Semitic

equivalent of the Latin "Lucifer" in this passage is one for the last crescent

of the waning or dying moon.
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the North in several passa^^es in Jeremiah ( i. 14, iv. 6 and vi. 1).

These references are obviously to IJabylonia, but Church tradition

has given a symbolical and universal meaning to themJ. "The Lord,"

says Lactantius, "so divided the world with the Devil that occidens,

scptentrio, tenehrae, frigus (the west, the north, the darkness, the

cold) fell to the sphere of his Adversary" (Institutiones Divinoe.)

This accords with the sa\ing: ,lb aquilune omne malum. (All evil

comes from the North.) The good Goethe also said:

"The further northward one d(jth go.

The plentier soot and witches grow."

In Marlowe's play of Dr. Faiistiis, the Devil is, on the other hand,

described as "Prince of the East" (II, 1,) presumably on account of

his connection with Oriental heathenism. This connection is seen

as early as Rutebeuf's Miracle de TJieophile where Saladin is intro-

duced as the intermediary between Theophilus and Satan.

On the medieval stage, the position of hell generally was in the

North. In the stage directions of The Castle of Perseverance, the

oldest English Morality, the scafifold of Belial is expressly placed

in the North. Milton, in his Paradise Lost (v. 689), follows medieval

tradition to this point.

^

By taking up his sojourn in the North, Satan is but following

his Persian ancester Ahriman, who, as a winter demon, had his

habitation in the cold North, from whence he sent down hail, snow

and devastating floods. The north side of a churchyard is considered

unconsecrated ground and is reserved for suicides. As the entrance

to a church is at the west end for the reason that the altar facing it

must be to the east, the worshippers entering the church have the

North to their left. For this reason the left has always been the

seat of, and has practically become the synonym for, the Opposition.

The Devil, like the traditional Hibernian, is always "agin the

government" of heaven or of earth. As a matter of fact. Dublin was

by some demonologists considered to be Satan's earthly capital.

"^ The women wail over the dead Tanimuz at the north gate of the Lord's
house (Ezek. viii. 14).

8 Professor Ed. Ch. Baldwin, in his efforts to account for the left hand
position of hell in Milton ("And on the Left Hand Hell," Modem Language
Notes, XL, 251), goes far afield in trying to find Milton's authority for this

belief in the writings of the rabbis. Milton had no need to draw on the
Talmud for his theology or demonology. On this point, as on so many
others, the Puritan poet had but to draw on Catholic teaching and tradition.
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The Scandinavian form of this name is Divelina. Burns must have

had this fact in mind when he v^rote

:

"Is just as true's the deil's in hell

Or Dublin City."

But let not the English rejoice too soon at the expense of the

Irish. Their country is no less frequented by demons than the

Emerald Isle. As a matter of fact, England, partly perhaps on

account of its Northern latitude and its harsh climate, once had the

reputation of being the chief abode of the spirits of hell. This is

perhaps the reason why the English have never treated the cloven

hoofed fellow so lightly as the Germans.^ Procopius, in his book,

De hello Gothico, tells us that a demoness, leaving her loved one on

the continent, says of him: "My mother is calling me in England"

(iv.29). In an "Essay on the Devil," which appeared recently in

the English weekly. The Nezv Statesman (1919,) the writer main-

tains that England is still considered nowadays by anti-English

papers as "The Devil's Paradise." The enemies of England have

perhaps good reason to declare that the very Devil is among the

inhabitants of that country.

The English, however, maintain that they have nothing in

common with the Devil, not even the language. It was long a

favorite jibe with Englishmen that the fiends in hell spoke "Welsh,"

which means the talk of the stranger. This brings to our minds

Hotspur's remark: "Now I perceive the Devil understands Welsh."

William Dunbar, the Scottish poet, in his famous Dance of the Seven

Sins (16th cent.), makes even the Devil rebel against the hideous

Gaelic of his followers. Victor Hugo thinks that the Devil speaks

a compound of Spanish, Italian and Latin (le Rhin, 1842.) The

demons, according to Origen, have their own languages and dialects.

According to popular belief, the Devil understands all human

languages.

Sweden also counts among the Devil's summer resorts. He
even has a church in the village Elfdale situated in that country.

^* Cf. M. D. Conway, "The Demons of the Shadow," Scribncr's Maqa-
ziuc, V, 247.

1" There appeared in America almost a century ago a book in two vol-

umes, which is a biting satire on life in England, under the following title

:

Mcphistnphclcs in Ettgland; or, Confessions of a Prime Minister. It is

interesting to read Poe's review of this book in the Southern Literarv Mes-
senger 1835 I, pp. 776-777.
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The common place of rendezvous for the denKjns, when unem-

ployed, is Mount Hecla, the Nolcancj (jn the southwest point of

Iceland. It was erroneously believed for a long time that Mount

Pilatus in Switzerland was the Devil's permanent place of residence.

The Danube was of old regarded as under the special guardianship

of the Prince of Darkness, who used to make extreme efforts to

obstruct the crusaders voyaging d(nvn that river on their way to

rescue the Holy Land from the Saracen>.

The Devil's retirement to Lombard}- in the medieval French

drama refers to the unsavf)ry rei)utation of the Lombards in the

Middle Ages as usurers and pcjisoners.

In Hying about the world_, the demons are limited to places which

are still chaotic or waste. The desert was the common home of

manv Semitic devils. A demon might alstj ha\e his home in the

mountains, the sea or the grave}ard. The demon that "lurks in

graveyards" is universal. ^^ The Devil is also believed to be seated

at the centre of ever}' whirlwind. "The Spirits," says Anatole

France, in Thais (1890), "dwell in inanimate objects. There are

seats which serve as the instruments of devils." The devils reside

especially in the waters, the harmfulness of which is thus explained

as clearly by doctrine as by science. The water must therefore be

boiled or sterilized with the sign of salvation before it can be used

;

for the demons dread ecjually well the tire and the cross. Now-

adays, the former means proves more efficacious in driving out the

demons than the latter. "The Christians," \'oltaire has said already

a century and a half ago, "have lost the power to expel the Devil

by the Sign of the Cross."

11 "The demons inhabit the brooks" (Anatole France, op. cit.).
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BY QUENTIN KUEI YUAN HUANG

MEH TI says : "The ancient rulers, dukes and great men, gov-

erning the kingdom, desired to have the country rich, with

multitudes of people and good order in the administration. Yet

instead of gaining multitudes the people became fewer; and instead

of order they got disorder." Thus, they lost what they desired ; while

they gained what they hated. Why? ^leh Ti says: "Because of the

number of fatalists among the people!"

The fatalist says : "Being rich by fate, a man is rich ; while being

poor by fate, he is poor. Whether a nation increases or decreases

is determined by fate. When order is fated, there will be peace;

while when disorder is fated, there will be trouble. If fate deter-

mine that a man has a long life, he will have a long life; while if

fate determine that a man has a short life, he will have a short life.

What is the use of working against fate?" Thus, they preach to

the rulers, dukes and great men above and prevent the people below

from doing their business. Therefore, the fatalists are charged with

being unbenevolent. We can not fail to understand what the fatal-

ists say. But how do we discriminate these sayings ? Meh Ti says

:

"We must have a standard." If there be no standard, it is no less

difficult than to establish morning and evening on a wheel of fate.

The distinction of right and wrong, of benefit and harm, can never

be known.

Words must be judged by the "Three Standards." What are the

Three Standards? Meh Ti says: "There is the standard of pre-

cedent; there is the standard of observation; and there is the stand-

ard of function." W^hat is the precedent? It comes from the doings

of the ancient holy emperors above. What is the observation? It

is derived from the evidence of the ears and eyes of the multitude
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below. What is the function? Its work hes in the administration of

government and in the observation of the benefit to the country and

its people. These are the Three Standarrls. Yet, the scholars and

superior men nowadays sometimes think that fatahsm is useful.

Why not consult the afifairs of the ]ioly emperors?

T'ang received the disorder under Chieh and changed it into

order; Wu Wang received the disorder of Chou and changed it into

order. Thus, the time was not changed, and the people were the

same. Under Chieh and Chou the world was in disorder; while

under T'ang and Wu, the world became peaceful. Could this be

fate?

Yet, the scholars and superior men of the present age sometimes

think that fatalism is useful. Why not consult the writings of the

ancient emperors? That which is to be proclaimed to the nation and

the people are the statues. The statues of the ancient emperors say:

"Happiness can not be prayed for;

Nor can trouble be avoided.

Is there no value in being respectful

;

Is there no harm in being cruel ?"

That which judges and pronotmces sentence upon criminals is

the penalty code. The penalty code of the ancient emperors says:

"Happiness can not be prayed for;

Nor can trouble be avoided.

Is there no value in being respectful

;

Is there no harm in being cruel ?"

That which establishes and puts an armv in order and makes the

soldiers go back and forth is the oath. The oath of the ancient

emperors also says

:

"Happiness can not be prayed for;

Nor can trouble be avoided.

Is there no value in being respectful

;

Is there no harm in being cruel ?"

Therefore. Meh Ti says : "I can not count all the good writings

of the world; they are innumerable. These are three examples of

them." Are not the sayings of the fatalists wrong? If the sayings

of the fatalists be applied, the righteousness of the world will be

turned upside down. To turn upside down the righteousness of the
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world is to establish fate. It is the curse to the people. To teach

the people this is to destroy them.

But why do we desire to have the righteous above ? It is said

:

"When the righteous are above, the world is at peace." Shang Ti

and spirits of mountains and streams must have a minister; thus

ten thousands of people are greatly benefited. How do we know
this? ^Nleh Ti says: 'Tn ancient times, T'ang was appointed to Po^^

with a territory of a hundred square Li.^^ He cut the long and

made up the short. He and his people loved each other ; helped each

other; and divided the extra wealth. He led his people to worship

Heaven and respect the spirits above. Therefore, Heaven and the

spirits made him rich : the barons helped him
;
people loved him ; and

the virtuous followed him. Before his death he became the emperor

of the world and governed the barons.

"In ancient times W^en W'ang was appointed to Ch'i Chou^"^ with

a territory of a hundred square Li. He cut the long and made up

the short. He and his people loved each other and helped each

other. Those near were peaceful under his administration and those

distant followed his virtue. All those who heard of Wen Wang
arose and ran toward him. The unfilial and unprofitable regretted

this, saying: Ts not our land equal to that of Wen Wang? I am
active ; I benefit others. Are our people not like those of Wen
Wang?' This was because Heaven and the spirits made him rich;

the barons helped him ; the people loved him ; and the virtuous fol-

lowed him. Before his death he became the emperor of the world

and governed the barons." The elders of country places had a

saying: "When the righteous are above, the world is at peace. Shang

Ti and spirits of mountains and streams must have a minister: the

people are greatly benefited by them." Thus, I know. The ancient

emperors, in issuing statues and announcing edicts, were to reward

the good, punish the cruel and exhort the virtuous. At home you

should be filial and merciful to your relatives; outside you should

be as a younger or elder to your neighbors. In sitting down you

33 Po was the place where King T'ang first organized his civil ad-

ministration. It is the modern Chang An in Shensi.

3-1 The character Li here used should be carefully distinguished from
the Li explained in note 9. They have the same sound but are two different

words in Chinese. In this case Li is a measurement; one Li is equal to

one-third of a mile.
3'' Ch'i Chou was the place where Wen Wang first held his rule. It is

the modern Ch'i Shan Hsien. Shensi.
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should keep the regular place ; in going out and coming in \ou

should have a limit. There must be a distinction between male and

female. If this comes to pass, the civil officials would not rob nor

steal and the defenders of cities would not revolt. When the ruler

is in distress, you should die for him; if he is exiled, you should

accompany him. Such men the superiors will reward and the people

below will praise.

The fatalists say: "The superiors give rewards to some men, not

because of their virtue but because of their fate. The sui)eriors

execute punishments upon others, not because of their cruelty but

bcause of their fate." It is for this reason; they are not filial nor

merciful to their relatives at home and they are not orderK- to their

neighbors outside. When they sit down they do not keep in the

proper place ; in going out and coming in they have no limit. There

is no distinction between male and female. Therefore, the civil

officials rob and steal and the defenders of cities revolt. When the

ruler is in distress, they do not die for him ; when he is exiled, they

do not follow him. Such conduct the superiors punish and the people

below defame.

The fatalists say: "The superiors execute punishments upon

them, not because of their cruelty but because of their fate. The

superiors give rewards to them, not because of their virtue but be-

cause of their fate." If they really followed this, the rulers would

not be righteous ; ministers would not be loyal
;
parents would not

be merciful; sons would not be filial; the elder brothers would not

be good; and the younger brothers would not be respectful. These

are the results of believing in fate. They have their birth in evil

words. This is the Tao of the cruel.

But how do we know that fate is the Tao of the cruel ? In

ancient times the poor desired to eat and drink but were too lazy to

work. Therefore, there were not enough clothes and food and they

died of cold and hunger. They did not know the reason but said

:

"I cease from my business and I am lazy." They continued: "^ly

fate is, indeed, unfortunate."

The ancient cruel emperors did not restrain their immoral ears

and eyes and had no room in their evil minds for obedience to their

relatives, so they lost their countries and ruined the national shrines.

They did not know the reason but said: 'T am not filial and cannot

administer the government." And they continued: "M}' loss is pre-
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determined by fate.'' Chung Hui^'' in his announcement said: "I

have heard from the men of Hsia that he (Chieh) feigned the orders

of Heaven and taught fataHsm to those below. The emperor pun-

ished him for his crime : he lost his army." This saying shows that

T'ang rebuked Chieh for his fatalism.

Wu Wang in his prayer made before the war says : "Chou did

not worship Shang Ti and the spirits above and troubled his an-

cestors by neglecting sacrifices. He even said: 'My people have

their fate ; there is no use in punishing their disgrace in which

Heaven also indulges.' Therefore, he abandoned them and did not

keep them." This saying shows that Wu Wang rebuked Chou for

his fatalism.

Following the word of the fatalists, the officials do not admin-

ister and the people do not do their business. If the officials do not

administer, the government is in disorder; if the people do not work,

the treasury is depleted. The officials can not make wine and grain

offerings to Shang Ti and the spirits. The virtuous and the scholars

will retreat. Outside there is nothing to welcome and entertain the

barons' guests ; inside there is no food to feed the old and weak, nor

clothes for them to wear. Hense, fatalism is not beneficial to Heaven

above ; not beneficial to the spirits between, nor beneficial to men
below. These are the results of believing in fate. They have their

birth in evil words. This is the Tao of the cruel. Therefore, Meh
Ti says : "Xow the scholars and superior men, truly desiring to make

the world rich and hating its poverty ; desiring to have order in the

world and hating disorder, can not fail to know that the words

of the fatalists are wrong. It is the greatest evil in the world
!"

36 Chung Hui was one of the ministers of Ch'eng T'ang. He was a

descendant of Hsi Chung, who was Master of the Horse under the Hsia
dynasty.



A RATIOXALISTIC GOD

BV F. LIXCOr.N HUTCHINS

IS IT not worth while to bring the conception of an over-ruhng

Supreme Power out of darkness into Hght? To most people their

God is a mystical being, hidden behind the clouds, of which they

have no knowledge but which they attempt to describe according to

their training in dogmas and superstitions. Having no concrete

facts, their imaginations run riot and no two persons have the same

conception as to the God whom the}- worship. There is in human

nature a feeling, an impulse, a longing for something to tie to, to

believe in, which may be reverenced and which satisfies the demand

for some explanation that will account for the cosmos ; the inner

desire to know the cause of all phenomena. So far back as the

record runs, human beings have always conceived of some existing

ruling power, which they have named Spirits or spirit, Gods or God

It being impossible to imagine anything that is outside of one's ex-

perience, it was natural that men should picture their Gods as mag-

nified men, or disembodied spirits.

Before science had investigated and laid down the laws govern-

ing physical manifestations, all natural happenings were attributed

to the direct control of supernatural beings working in human ways,

but as science advanced such conceptions were gradually eliminated

;

the magical interpositions of Gods and Spirits were discarded and

natural law substituted, but the old words remained, many of them

are still in use as stumbling blocks to clear conceptions. We still

use the terms of ancient beliefs to describe notions that have long

since been discarded ; such terms are anchronisms which are out

of place in any society of modern culture. \\ bile physical mani-

festations are pretty generally understood there is vast ignorance
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with respect to what is called the "psychic" nature; here is a

wide field for the exercise of an unlimited imagination and the use

of w^ords which still carry misleading interpretations of the patterns

that are stimulated by observed facts the cause of which are un-

known. The words soul, spirit, life, will, memory, instincts, as

names of concrete entities, which have no real existence, are as mis-

leading as we now know were the early designations of physical

happenings.

Agnostics and materialists are those who have acquired a dis-

gust for the dogmas and superstitions of the ignorant past, and real-

izing the unverifiability of old beliefs, are moved to adopt an atti-

tude of scepticism with regard to all speculations that are unsup-

ported by scientifically verified facts. As personal experiences, ex-

tensive reading of scientific works, and the discrediting of all super-

natural notions, has progressed there has been a vast increase in

scepticism and a growing distrust of all hypotheses in respect to mat-

ters that lie outside of the physical sciences, but this is going too

far; the worship of the so-called intellectual capacity, which causes

neglect of deeper responses in the subliminal self, leads to a dispar-

agement of all sentiments that arise from that source.

As progress in the physical sciences drove out notions that were

based on supernatural causes for manifestations in the material

world, the prodigious advances in scientific psychology, made during

the past decade, are driving out the supernatural agencies in the

so-called psychic field. It has been discovered that the laws which

govern the manifestations of the inner nature of man are just as

immutable and compelling as those in the purely material field, and

their violation are as invariably punished. In the confusion due to

this advance in knowledge, the agnostic declines to enter into the

speculative field ; the materialist denies the existence of anything

beyond matter itself ; but the scientist knows from experience that

there is something behind the manifestations that he observes which

he cannot take hold of or explain, yet clings to his axiom "that

something never came from nothing."

A synthesis of the latest discoveries in scientific psychology in-

dicates that human beings have two distinct and separate nerve

systems ; the first and most important is the hereditary which con-

stitutes the real self, the visceral organism which carries on all of

tlie living processes, creates the wants, desires, wishes, fears and
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Other emotions, and the miscalled instincts. The second and less

important is the sensory, an ancillary and dependent instrument for

the unconscious self. This sensory system is individually organ-

ized, a purely environmental affair; all that is known comes through

stimulations from manifestations. Up to two years of age all chil-

dren are without a definite organization of their sensory system;

the babe knows neither its father or its mother, time or distance,

neither its own body or other objects; its movements are indefinite

and uncontrollable, except so far as the experience of the race have

created hereditary responses. An infant gives no indication of its

hereditary nature or of its capacity to organize a sensory system
;

it cannot be known whether the child will become a genius or an

imbecile. At. birth the sensory system is inchoate, unorganized and

inoperative ; the connective nerves from the senses to the brain or

spinal cord are dissociated; stimulations find no direct pathway to

any centrally organized focussing point; they are diffused over the

entire nerve system. The organizing of the sensor \- s\stem seems

to be after the following described order. Present an apple to an

infant, at first he forms a hazy impression of its form and color

through his eyes ; repeated presentations cause the visual nerves to

establish a pathway from vision sense organ to certain focussing

cells in the brain, by repetitions of the stimulation this pathway

is more firmly established and the brain pattern becomes fixed so

that any stimulation representing any part of the apple will cause

a reformation of the entire pattern. Let the child feel, smell or taste

the apple, similar patterns are formed through the tactile, olfactory

and gustatory senses which are added to the visual patterns. Xow
add the stimulation of the word "apple" and the auditory sense

adds still another pattern, the whole forming an associated pattern

which represents all that is known of that apple, which may be sup-

plemented by reactions from all kinds of apples during the future

time. The establishment of such patterns is effected by the trans-

mission of energy, caused by a disturbance of a resting condition in

the sense organs, through the afferent neurons to connected brain or

spinal nerve cells, this energy overcharges those cells and is passed

on through the efferent neurons to the muscles where it is trans-

formed into heat and motion. Of this transformation there is a

feeling, an awareness, a consciousness or knowledge.

The handicap under which mankind is now laboring lies in the
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language into which each individual is born and the training that

he receives, both of which are vestigages of an older and more

ignorant age. Such misbegotten words misrepresent, and misinter-

pret the patterns that each one forms from stimulations ; the actual

patterns are unknown as there can be no awareness of them, the

awareness comes only from feeling the transformation of energy at

the muscles and, unfortunately, many of these feelings are inter-

preted by terms that bear no relation to the patterns that caused

them.

But human beings require means to express the inner nature,

which is an universal, persistent quality in the cosmos, and this de-

mand has manifested itself from the very beginning of historic ex-

periences. This medium, obviously, must be one that is known to

the group of which one forms a part, however different may be the

patterns to which they are applied. This difference in association

of words in interpreting patterns is the cause of discussions and end-

less conflicts between people. Without such a means, each individ-

ual would be confined to grimaces, gestures and animal cries that are

unequal to the expression of these impalpable concepts which the

sensitiveness of his nerve systems enable man to have.

Do not the foregoing facts lead to the conviction that the

Supreme Power is constituted of imponderable qualities, the essence

of which are beyond the present capacity of man to apprehend, but

of which the manifestations of energy, order, harmony, rhythm,

acquisitiveness, ambition, altruism and love are known by all men
regardless of their state of culture, and all of which are governed

by laws as immutable and compelling as those of the purely material

world. This conviction accounts for the existence of the universe

and everything within it. Beginning with the manifestation of

energ}' in the electron, the conservation of which proves its immor-

tality, and from the combination of those electrons all material

forms have been evolved, from that of gases, fluids, and solids of

inorganic matter up to the highest sensibility in the animal known as

man. A sensibility that began with the sublimation of matter into

incipient nerve stuff which made the form susceptible to irritation

and thus introduced the manifestation of life; since which time

there has been a slow but ever increasing refinement of the nerve

constitution until, through successive changes, man is now able to

respond as never before to the impulses that flow from the eternal
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qualities. This conviction compels the concept that the imponder-

able qualities are the only real, eternal objects in the cosmos, and

that all material forms are but the means, the instruments through

which those qualities obtain manifestation and development. This

conviction explains the impulse to postulate a Supreme Essence, how-

ever mistaken or bizarre the language used in describing gods, for

there is a feeling of a compelling control of all manifestations by

an invisible, but invincible power. Such a conviction brings God
into the region of partial understandahility ; it accords with all

that the sciences have demonstrated; it appeals to common know-

ledge; and at the same time impresses upon the indi\idual the obli-

gations, "to be true to the heavenly vision," which he inherited at

his birth.

As in all physical sciences it is demonstrated that there is a par-

ticular balance of forces that produce the best results, so in the

super-material world there must be a balance that will produce the

most good ; therefore the impulses from the imponderable qualities

should be properly balanced, but it is a well known fact that individ-

uals are very unequally endowed with the capacity to respond to

impulses from the eternal qualities. One inheriting factors that

are over-sensitive to acquisitive impulses will de^elop a greed\' tem-

perament ; one sensitive to harmon}- and rhythm will develop a musi-

cal temperament; one susceptible to the procreative quality will live

a sensuous life; one with factors that give dominance to ambitions,

to love of power and fame will drown all impulses from the altru-

istic qualities; one whose temperament inclines toward discoveries

will become an inventor, an explorer, or a scientist, and so it is with

regard to susceptibility to impulses from any other of the supreme

qualities.

Over-dominance of any one of the imponderable qualities in any

individual is followed by punishment of some sort, even unto death,

not always to the actor for the effects may have a social significance.

The social complex is therefore the criterion of absolute right and

wrong. These acts or manifestations that are not followed bv pun-

ishment, commonly endure because they are in accord with the

supreme qualities and are right, while those which bring punish-

ment upon the actor or to anything in the environment, either now or

hereafter, are wrong, because they violate the eternal law. These

are the elements which have directed the course of all evolution; not
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in a purposive way, but in a step-by-step, a hit or miss process, in

the strenuous endeavor to evolve material forms through which the

real qualities may find and manifest themselves. The course has

been governed by punishment, that is, those manifestations that were

in accord with the supreme qualities found no opposition and were

conserved, while those forms which failed to manifest or mani-

fested in ways antagonistic to those qualities were extinguished.

Those forms which developed any one of the qualities at the ex-

pense of any of the others, disturbing the harmony between them,

received punishment to bring them into line. As pain and death fol-

low all infractions of the physical laws so do pain and sorrow fol-

low any infraction of the laws that govern the supreme qualities.

It is only when experience has solidified the social complex, in dif-

ferent races and states of culture, in the ever growing recognition of

manifestations that bring no punishment in their train, is progress

attained.

The explanation of the enduring persistence of the cult which

began with the story of Jesus Christ, which has influenced western

culture during the past two thousand years, notwithstanding the

oriental language in which it is expressed, and in spite of creeds,

dogmas and superstitions which have grown up around it, is be-

cause it has found an echoing response from the hereditary elements

that the immortal qualities have established in the human form.

Expressions in all religions and in literature which have touched the

inner nature of mankind, are those which harmonize with the impon-

derable qualities, however crude or fantastic the words used to con-

vey them have been. The great understanding heart of humanity

has re-interpreted the fallacious words into stimulations of the nerve

elements which synchronize with the qualities of the Supreme

Power.

With the conviction of such a ruling power, uncontradicted by

science and supported by rightly interpreted words of the prophets,

messiahs and great men of all times and races, man will attain a

greater dignity as a co-worker with God; a deeper conception of the

purpose of existence and a clearer vision of his obligation to aid in

the efforts of the Infinite to evolve an instrument capable of appre-

hending and manifesting the Supreme Qualities.

Should not this be the basis upon which the young should be

taught ? They should be made to understand that they, in common
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with all other material forms, are merely means through which the

eternal qualities may find expression. That the impulses from these

qualities are the real powers behind all ideals. That each person

should listen for impulses from all the qualities and, by striving to

maintain a proper balance among them, fulfill his obligations and live

a perfect, worth while life. No one with this conviction of a ration-

alistic god would ever wittingly violate the laws of existence how-

ever much he might err through ignorance, or by being cursed with

an excessive dominance of the nerve elements which respond to im-

pulses from some one of the primeval {[ualities that were first appre-

hended and manifested.



NATURAL VERSUS REVEALED RELIGION

Their significance in the Mexican situation

BY HAROLD BERMAN

TWO nations, unrelated to each other in blood and ancestry, living

in two widely-separated hemispheres and professing widely-dis-

parate faiths—though the both faiths are the offshoots of a common
aboriginal stem, Christianity,—are now engaged in a desperate

battle, the object of which is the shattering of the power of their

respective churches.

The Russians, ever since the Bolshevist Revolution, have been

busily engaged in fighting the centuries-old oppressive power of the

Greek Orthodox church, in closing up the sacred edifices, confiscat-

ing their immense landed as well as movable properties, and in

curbing the spiritual power of the clergy in general. Even now,

after the initial hectic flush of battle and the melodramatic clash

of steel in Russia has passed over and its place has been taken by a

far less spectacular, less frenzied but none the less effective, if

silent, grip, Mexico steps into the ring and begins to belay all about

her in the frenzied manner of the Russians of a few years ago.

There is this difference between the two, however. Whereas

the Russians avowedly fought as the uncompromising enemies

of all religion, boldly declaring it to be the "the opiate of the

people," a pernicious habit to be fought and extirpated without

mercy or compromise, the Mexican officials profess to feel no

enmity whatever towards the Christian religion as such, and not

even to the Catholic branch of it as practiced in their country ever

since the coming of the white settlers in the wake of Cortez and

Pizzaro, but are merely trying to shatter the overwhelming political

and economic powers exercised by the Church over the people of
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Mexico. The struggle thus becomes, strictly speaking, not a religious

war, a war of the kind that has darkened the skies of Europe on and

off for centuries past—a fight to the finish, between sects and

creeds, each one of them fighting for the adoption of its own inter-

pretation of the Christian creed—but rather a struggle between a

surviving vestige of the Mediaeval Catholic Church, with its claims

to temporal as well as spiritual powers, and the more modern sys-

tem in vogue at the present time in most countries where the respec-

tive functions of the two institutions—Church and State—are never

allowed to encroach upon one another.

It is inevitable, and practically a foregone conclusion, that the

ultimate victory will be on the side of those who are fighting for

freedom,on the side of those who represent the State in the present,

much belated, battle. The Church will, sooner or later, be obliged

to yield, if not gracefully then shamefacedl}- and in obedience to

overwhelming force ; not so much to physical force, as to the force

of public opinion and a growing sentiment of modernism. Hut \ield

it must, its battle having been lost several centuries ago, at the time

when the Renaissance first came knocking at the door of the

Christian nations of Europe. It has been a battle of attrition

between the two ever since. The place and the role of each in the

scheme of existence simply had to be properly deniarked and clearly

defined. One must not encroach upon the other's province or

dominion.

One detail in this momentous drama now being enacted before

our very eyes on that country-wide stage has, however, generally

escaped attention. The great mass of the people of ^lexico, as in

most Central and South American countries, are Indian. The most

of them are pure-bred Indians, the aboriginal heritage strong

in their blood, but speaking the Spanish language and worshipping

an Hispano-Catholic God. And it is these very masses—Indian

almost all of them—who have so solemnly sworn "to shed their last

drop of blood in defense of the sacred shrine of the \'irgin of

Guadalupe," as well as all other shrines, churches and monasteries

that dot every highway and byway of ^Mexico.

When one, however, opens the books relating to the history of

the conquest and the settlement of ^lexico by the white men, one

finds recorded in them the intensit\- and the determined obstinacy of

the ancestors of these very Indians' resistance to the forcible adop-
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tion of Christianity. And he learns also that they yielded only, when

at all, to the convincing arguments of the stake and faggot and the

torture chamber. In other words, we find that their ancestors were

ready to shed their blood to the last drop in their fight against that

very faith, even as their successors in the present day are ready to

consecrate it now by their Martyrdom. And then, and quite involun-

tarily, a thought—a destructive thought, let us admit—enters our

mind, and we ask ourselves : "what is the nature of that, so-called.

Revealed and Absolute, truth for which men of all ages stood ready

to shed their own and other people's blood?" For, we must remem-

ber that not only were the representatives of each and every religion

ready to shed the blood of the followers of all other faiths, but that

even the followers of each sect were ready to fight to the bitter end

the members of other sects within that very religion, aside from the

occasional seeking of their own martyrdom for truth's sake. Each

one of them fought for his own conviction, for his own conception

of absolute truth. And yet we are aware that only one of them—if

any—could be true, in the dogmatic sense. Only one set of

dogmas, at the most, could be true, all others being Ipso facto a

figment of the Founder's imagination, the result of a certain person's

or group's environment, early education or what not. And we must

also remember that when people fought the bloody wars of religion

they did not most assuredly fight for ethical principles or concepts

as such, but for dogmas pure and simple. When the Missionary

goes forth to preach his faith in strange lands, it's dogma that he

brings, while ethics are only incidentals. It's faith that gives him zeal

to suffer and preach, "Believe this," he says in effect, "And
live among us in peace and comfort and be molested by no one, here

and in the world to come. Believe otherwise—as you have believed

yesterday and the day before—and you shall be put to the torture,

handed over to the Executioner, to be tortured and perhaps also

deprived of your life, and be accursed in this and the coming life".

It was belief solely that forms the pith of the argument. And
Christianity, the faith that boasted a greater body of dogma—and a

far more difficult one to accept—than any other revealed faith with

the sole possible exception of Buddhism, perforce had to become the

persecuting religion par excellence—the religion of fire and sword,

foreign missionary bodies and so forth—in order to carry its gospel

to the confines of the earth, bring it to those who didn't receive it
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as the inheritance of their fathers, and therefore to be accepted as a

matter of course and without any further ado, speculation or inquiry.

A dogmaless, or near dogmaless, rehgion, the teachings of Confucius

or Zoroaster for instance, or such as is preached by Gandhi today,

saying that "each man, according to his own right manifests the

truth, yet no one manifests the truth completely," needs no Mission-

aries and surely no stake and faggots to enforce its belief, all

such accessories to faith being unthinkable in its case, luhics,

and rules of conduct generally, are best inoculated in the young in

the quiet of the schoolroom, by the calm and reasoned discourse, or

by the example of one's conduct. There is none of the heat, passion

and violence engendered by supernaturalism about it and its content.

Not even in the, abstractl}-ixjetical lip-worship rendererl to the

spirits of the departed dead, or the homage tendered to the sun or

the sacred fire that characterize either of these religions.

The Japanese, it is related, drove the Christian Missionaries, and

Christians generally, out of the land a few years after they gave

them permission to come and settle in their land—in the 17th

century—when they discovered that these soon fell to quarrelling

among themselves on matters of faith, aside from trying to con-

vert the natives. Such a procedure having been unknown in Ja|)an

since the coming, many centuries previously, of the early Buddhist

priests, who converted some of the natives to their faith and left

all the rest alone to cultivate their own ancient faith. And they

certainly were right. A belief should either be accepted as a con-

vention, as one of the many inherited institutions incidental to the

state of Society in which one is born, bestowed no thought on or

speculation about at all, but taken as a matter of course, as the

very air that one breathes, as one's digestion or blood circulation,

and never therefore, forced upon any one who has been bred to other

conventions and forms, or should be discarded altogether when,

upon mature deliberation and research, it has been found deficient

or senseless, in one or another sense. But to fight over it, and

to seek to enforce its practice upon others who have been brought

up to follow and venerate some other convention is about as sensi-

ble as to employ the "Holy office" methods in the matter of the

preference of rice to corn-bread or the superior virtue of a chair

to a mat for sitting upon, all of these respective customs and prac-

tices being rooted in the age-old habit of the jieople that practice
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them, and, without involving any principle or creed, have become

more acceptable to them than any other practice, and no more need

be said about it. The theology of a people grew out of its own
peculiar genius and tveltansshauiing just as its literature, art, food,

dress and domestic life did. Either is indigenous to its genius, and

therefore fitting to its peculiar mental and physical make-up.

In this connection it is perhaps worth while to recall Hegel's

definition of religion as "the knowledge of the divine spirit (in

Himself) through the medium of the finite mind" and his division

of same into several categories, the positive or definite, and the

indefinite groups.

The classic argument employed on behalf of religious tolerance

is the one advanced by Lessing, adapted by him in turn from one of

the tales of Boccaccio. It tells the story of the man who, on his

death-bed, bequeathed to his three sons three rings, all the three of

them looking alike, the one made of gold, the other two made of

some base counterfeit metal. The advice implicitly given them by

their father was not to go to the Jeweler, who, by assaying them

and subjecting them to his tests, would render two of the three

sons unhappy for life, aside from proving the death-bed deceit of

their father. But the sons soon fall to quarreling about the re-

spective merits of their rings and when they do finally bring their

mutual complaints to Nathan the Wise, being uneasy in mind as

to which of them is in possession of the genuine gold ring, he also

advises them not to put their rings to the test, but to let doubt

persist for ever. As in the Eighteenth Century, the sceptical,

Laisscz Faire Century, this is excellent advice. Let w^ell enough

alone, and do not pry into things that may, and would, make

you unhappy. Keep your doubts to yourself, and trouble no one

about them—not even yourself overmuch. The scientific or crit-

ical spirit of the Nineteenth Century would ask, "is it honest?"

Is it even courageous ? Why should one want to hold on and to

cherish a thing about the genuiness of which the worm of doubt

is forever gnawing at his heart? And why bequeath such a bauble

to one's children, with the injunction to cherish it above all in the

world and to bequeath the same in turn to his own children after

him? From the standpoint of logic and clear thinking, of intellectual

honesty and courage, this is pure bosh and mental ostrich-play.

Man should have the courage to seek out the metaphorical jeweler
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and force him, at the point of a gun virtually, to tell one whether

his ring be gold or some base metal, especially after he had been

repeatedly told by his mentors for ages and centuries that his very

happiness and salvation depend upon its being genuine.

We are aware, of course, that the wearer of each ring—the

practitioner of each one of the three dominant religions—is sincerely

convinced in his heart, or at least hopes, that he, and he alone, is

in possession of the golden ring (else he would not wear it, and

the religionist would not practice his faith J. But supposing that their

father had altogether lost the genuine gold ring and persuaded the

clever artificer to manufacture three counterfeits in the very image of

the original ring made by him sometime before and since then become
lost? Supposing that each one of the three brothers was cherishing

a base bauble, as the case seems most likely to be with all dogmatic

religions whose root is to be found in man's fear of the supernatural

and the Great Unknown, what then? One hates to think indeed of

the result of such consistent, and destructive, thought, or of the

deluge of misery that it would bring in its train—if but for a while

—

to a struggling, squirming humanity after it had waged all the bloody

wars on behalf of dogma as well as between the various religious

systems ! The strongest emotion, as well as the one most potent of

good and evil, would then be gone from the heart of man. And man
would lose his dearest as well as his most cherished hope and illusion.

And yet, even as \\m. James has sought to find a more rational

substitute for the stimulation and the quickening of the national and
individual pulse furnished by war, so must we find a rational cure

for the dogmatic psychosis ; something that is based on a rational

emotion, but on an emotion nevertheless. A purely ethical religion,

one based upon the duty of man to his fellow-man and the collective

welfare of all beings that compose a State, group of states, a nation,

or nations could, in due course of time, be brought to that stage of

perfection where it would possess a sufficienc_\- of emotional power
to sway the heart of man, and even to supply that mild opiate that

all religions and national emotions have exerted upon the heart and
imagination of man since time immemorial. The only appreciable

difference between the two would be that, whereas the old emotion
leads to hatreds and to wars, the new one would bring in its train

the love of one's neighbor as well as international peace and con-

cord, aside from ridding us of quite a parcel of brass rings that
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masquerade as pure gold. The basic ethical conception and practices

are universal and one the world over, though they may vary some-

what in detailed local expression and interpretation. They are one

and indivisible for the entire human race.

Could one visualize, if but for a moment, a warless, hatredless

world, a world freed from all prejudice, from all religious strife,

from all fanaticism and misunderstanding and all the evils that they

bring in their train, what a glimpse of Paradise would be his ! Yet

such a paradise could be brought many steps nearer to us if not

realized at once by the weakening of the power of the several dog-

matic religions that rule the world today.

Rational thought and duty, minus supernaturalism, would

undoubtedly have hard sailing for a while among the average, among

the generality of people. Its fight for recognition would be consider-

ably augmented by the fact that we live under a Alachine system and

Commercial age. The Machine Age, in its initial stages an invaluable

aid in developing a negative scepticism in the few superior minds,

became in due course of time the constable of "things as they are".

It's a Sheriff standing guard with a primed and loaded gun over the

delicate machinery of this great and complex system. The status

quo is its chief aid in being as in growth. But the recognition

would be bound to come once the greatest and most irksome shackles

—Supernaturalism, and tradition in their more deleterious forms-
have been thrown off. The human mind would then be far better

equipped to cope with the other evils : the racial and economic bar-

riers between man and man and between nation and nation.
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